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Abstract
Nanostructured lipid carriers (NLC) are a new generation of Solid Lipid Nanoparticles (SLN),
with improved drug loading capacity, stability, skin permeation, and sustained release of the
encapsulated active. The encapsulation of vitamin A, a chemically labile cosmetic ingredient for
anti-aging therapy, is ensued for effective delivery of the active. The method used for the
production of the lipid nano-carriers is the hot homogenization technique. Furthermore, this study
entailed a 23-factorial model design of experiment, where the three factors changed in the eight
NLC formulation were surfactant to solid lipid ratio, Vitamin A Palmitate (RP), and prickly pear
(PP) oil. The purpose of this study was to investigate the formulation and characterization of the
NLCs, in an aim to find trends in changing the three factors constituting the matrix of the carrier
on their exhibited characteristics, in order to arrive at an optimal formulation for the delivery of
vitamin A to the skin in terms of particle size, polydispersity index (PDI), zeta potential (ZP),
entrapment efficiency (EE%), in-vitro release and ex-vivo skin permeation.
The results attained from the parameters investigated were further analyzed using a
statistical program, Design Expert. The particle size for the eight NLC carriers were in the range
of 197.6 nm to 240.2 nm. The overall PDI for most of the formulations was lower than 0.3. The
SLN had a much bigger particle size of 296.7 nm and PDI of 2.47. The release patterns in both invitro and ex-vivo showed differences in trends for the two types of carriers. The ZP of the
formulations was not indicative of their predicted stability. Instead, the relative constitution of the
solid to liquid lipid was pivotal in assessing the variation witnessed in both particle size and PDI
upon storage for 6 weeks. The EE% showed a close dependence on the amount of PP oil in the
matrix, where an equal or higher composition to the RP is required for effective incorporation. The
thermal behavior assessed using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), of the 9 formulations
v

showed a similar trend for 7 NLC, where minimal transitions suggesting amorphous characteristics
were observed. The remainder NLC formulation exhibited similar transitions to that of the SLN,
suggesting a higher order of crystallinity. The lower melting point of the NLCs in comparison to
the pure solid lipid is an indication to the incorporation of the RP within the matrix.
The total release of the in-vitro trials showed a close dependence on the amount of RP,
where a higher composition of the latter lead to enhanced diffusion, and total release for the NLCs.
The initial diffusion flux, however, was different and showed a close relation to the EE%.
Formulations with high EE% showed a more sustained release, as opposed to more pronounced
burst release exhibited by formulations with low EE%. The formulations that exhibited the highest
in-vitro release were further assessed for skin permeation studies across a natural, rat skin
membrane using Franz Diffusion Cell (FDC). The formulation with the higher surfactant ratio has
shown higher permeation across the membrane, but lower skin retention. This was confirmed by
slicing and extracting RP from various skin sections after the ex-vivo experiment. Imaging using
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) has also been performed on the SLN and NLC. Finally,
changes in the constituting matrix of the nano-lipidic carrier gives wide variation in its properties,
and hence allows it to be tinkered and adjusted for a particular use.
Finally, the NLC formulations, in general, exhibited differences in their respective assessed
parameters, all showing an improvement compared to the SLN. The optimal formula consisted of
a higher composition of all lipidic constituents, namely Vitamin A and PP oil content, and a lower
surfactant to solid lipid ratio. Its choice was based on stability and EE% as the most important
parameters. The exhibited particle size and PDI of this formulation was 236.8 nm, and 0.24 upon
formulation, and 265.3 nm and 0.27 after storage for 6 weeks, respectively. The EE% was 95.1 ±
1.1%, ZP -32.87 ±0.25 mV and total in-vitro release was 43 ±7.3%.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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1. Introduction
Cosmeceuticals, a word coined by Dr. Kligman in 1984, is a new branch of cosmetic
products aimed specifically to deliver functionally active ingredients via topical delivery, mainly
for enhancing the skin’s function, radiance, and look overall.1 Bioactives derived from natural
sources, include antioxidants, antimicrobial, !-3 fatty acids, phytosterols, flavors and many more,
are being used extensively in functional foods, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals due to their added
health benefits and safety as compared to synthetic materials. However, most bioactives happen to
be lipophilic in nature, rendering themselves insoluble in water, as well as possess certain
instabilities upon environmental stimuli such as light, oxygen and temperature variations during
manufacture, storage, transport and/or utilization.2 Consequently, certain measures have to be
applied whilst handling of such bioactives in order to overcome their lack of solubility, stability
and bioavailability. One of the prominent measures that can be applied to ensure the surpassing of
the former drawbacks is nano-encapsulation of the bioactive in a Lipid Nanoparticulate systems
such as Solid Lipid Nanoparticles (SLN) and Nanostructured Lipid Carriers (NLC).
Topical application of bioactives for various therapeutic purposes has been common since
the time of the Pharaohs, where the application of oil extracts from plants, such as the lotus flower,
was commonly used for moisturizing and skin protection effects.3 However, the skin does provide
an effective barrier against exchange of material with the surrounding, posing difficulties for
formulating an effective formula that could penetrate to fulfill the required therapy. Therefore, the
need for devising a successful formula for enhancing the permeation of the actives across the
barrier has become of great importance in the cosmetic, and pharmaceutical field, for effective
treatment.4,5

2

1.1 The Human Skin and Routes for Topical Therapeutic Delivery

Figure 1. Skin Anatomy (top) and SC Composition.6
In order to devise an appropriate carrier system to deliver the actives successfully across
the skin, an indepth understanding of the role of the skin and its anatomy must follow. Human skin
is the largest organ of the body, constituting a remarkable surface area of 1.8-2.0 m2, and therefore
transdermal delivery of therapeutic ingredients either across the skin’s barrier in case of systemic
target, or within its copious layers for dermatological therapy, is a major target for optimizing drug
delivery.6 The skin constitutes three layers, the outermost epidermis, intermediate dermis and
3

innermost subcutaneous layer, as shown in Figure 1. Therapeutic actives or drug aimed to traverse
the epidermis ought to diffuse through the intact stratum corneum (SC), which poses a challenge
due to its inherent “brick and mortar” structure composed of cornceocytes and lipids,7 making it
difficult for actives to pass.8
There are three main routes recognized for permeation across the SC barrier, one is
permeation across follicular pathways in the skin such as hair follicles and sweat glands. Although
such a route offers a facilitated means of entry via the SC due to its openings at the surface, they
only consistute 0.1% of the total skin surface area.6 The second route is through the intercellular
lipid region of the skin, which consists of a more flexible lamellar structure of amphiphilic
molecules between corneocytes, allowing for transepidermal diffusion of lipophilic or amphilic
moieties across. Hydrophilic structures can also diffuse, laterally, along the polar heads, or travel
in between the corneocyte and lamella, as illustrated in the Figure 1. The third route consists of a
less examined pathway because of its limited effect. It is the route across the hydrophilic cores of
epithelial cells, traversing intracellularly across. This route only becomes meaningful in areas of
poor lipid packing, which coincides with wrinkles on the surface, that can allow for a meaningful
way to transport hydrophilic moieties across. The role of topical delivery mainly functions for the
first two layers, inherent to the skin’s barrier function, whereas the subcutaneous layer is
responsible for body temperature insulation. Although protection of the skin from harmful UV
rays can be accomplished by targeting the external epidermis layer, more elaborate functions such
as those required to alleviate acne and aging signs require the actives to penetrate deeper layers of
the epidermis and dermis. Nanocarriers offer a possible mechanism to facilitate permeation due to
their inherent lipid based surface and small size. They allow more effective intercellular access
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through the stratified epithelial layer,9 as well as offer other benefits such as protection from
degradation10, and better control over release.11
1.2 Lipid Nano-Based Structure Delivery Systems
For many years, solid lipid matrices as a means of better controlled release of drugs, have
been used.11 It was a matter of time until such delivery matrix caught up with modern technology,
and gradually become more and more optimized, with decreasing size and higher surface area to
volume ratio, by moving from bulk, to micropellets,12 up to the latest nano-particles. Almost
twenty years ago, nanopellets were replaced with a more evolved generation of nanoparticles,
SLNs.13 They quickly became very popular as their means of production was relatively simple,
hence industrial scaling up caught on quickly after. The techniques that were at first established
include the use of high pressure homogenization, or microemulsion precipitation,14 however the
present state of the art for their production includes a wider variation that includes emulsificationsolvent diffusion, solvent injection method, phase inversion, multiple emulsion technique,
ultrasonication, and membrane contractor techniques.11 SLNs led the way as a delivery vehicle
due to their circumvention of difficulties posed by previous vehicles, such as the limitations
incurred in liposomes and posed toxicity of polymeric nanoparticles (NP). This had to do with
many advantages brought about by SLNs, such as their food grade excipients, and facilitated
means of production. Furthermore, as with all technologies, there were drawbacks of SLNs such
as limitations on drug loading capacity15, drug expulsion by lipid polymorphic transition16 and an
inherently high aqueous constitution of the SLN dispersion (70-95%).14 This resulted in a more
evolved generation of nano-carriers, NLCs, where a mixture of solid and liquid lipids are used to
allow higher EE%, prolonged stability, and finally higher particle concentration dispersion.14
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1.3 PP Oil and Vitamin A Bioactives
Plant extracts have been widely used as topical applications for wound-healing, anti-aging, and
disease treatments.17,18 What all these plants share in common is that they are rich in flavonoid
compounds with phenolic structures.19 These phytochemicals, commonly referred to as
antioxidants, possess a high reactivity with other compounds such as ROS (Reactive Oxygen
Species), considered accelerators of the aging process,20 in order to neutralize free radicals and
deter aging symptoms. PP seed oil is rich in vitamins and antioxidants, remarkably in larger doses
than the Argan oil that has been an attractive and popular ingredient in many cosmetic applications.
These include linoleic acid, which is essential in stimulating healthy cell production and turn over,
as well as vitamin E which provides protection and helps skin retain moisture, and flavonoids
which are anti-inflammatory.21 The added light feel and high skin absorption of PP seed oil
contributes further to its aesthetic attributes. When interviewed by Elle magazine, Dr. Joshua
Zeichner, dermatologist at Mt. Sinai Hospital in New York City confirms that PP seed oil “soothes,
hydrates, and reduces inflammation that damages collagen, explaining why it’s used to prevent
skin aging”.22
On the other hand, vitamin A is a promising active for the treatment of anti-aging, and plays
many important roles in skin therapy for various skin disorders.23 These include epidermal cells
renewal, extracellular matrix production, inhibition of UV-induced extracellular matrix
degradation, cytokine modulation, oxidant/antioxidant, sunscreen effect, prevention of UVinduced vitamin A deficiency, and malonocyte function modulation.24 All these benefits should
make vitamin A a superior bioactive in dermatology, and anti-aging cosmetic applications.
However, its poor water solubility, high chemical/photochemical instability, and induced skin
irritation, render it less practical in cosmetic and medical formulations.23 Different possible
6

approaches are conducted to overcome these limitations, such as the use of less irritating and more
stable retinoid derivatives or using a low concentration in the formulation.21 One effective
possibility is its encapsulation within a lipidic carrier, such as SLN or NLC, resulting in higher
stability, improved targeting and enhanced efficacy for skin disorder treatments.23
The admixture of PP oil to vitamin A could generate several advantages to the formula. In
many reports, the addition of liquid oil in the SLN formulation has shown a remarkable
improvement of the drug loading capacity. Consequently, the stability of the formulation will also
increase since less of the vitamin A is exposed to the aqueous dispersing medium.26 This could
also be explained by the fact that oil solubilizes bioactives to a greater extent than solid lipids.27
Other studies have shown enhancement in both photostability and encapsulation efficiency of the
SLN-vitamin A when adding antioxidants, such as vitamin E.28 The radical scavenger,
antioxidants, prevent the degradation of vitamin A by oxidation.29 PP oil, which is rich in
antioxidants such as tocopherols, with a high content of linoleic acid, is aimed to improve the
encapsulation, stability, and drug localization of the NLC formulation on the epidermis.30
1.4 Leading Brands in Nanocosometics
In 1987, the first cosmetic product constituting nanotechnology was introduced to the
market by the famous French brand, Christian Dior, in their cream named Capture, an anti-aging
face gel. Lancome, a luxury sister company of the cosmetic giant L’Oréal,108 later followed with
the first nanoparticle product, an anti-aging cream consisting of pure vitamin E nanocapsules, for
maximizing the bioavailability and stability of the active. Ever since, a boom in the field followed
due to the ascertained efficiency of such optimized, nano-delivery systems, where L’Oréal
designated an unmatched budget of $600 million dollars to further research, making it rank as one
of the top patent holder in the field.4 Figure 2 enlists some of the leading brands in nanocosmetics,
7

and their corresponding market share as estimated by the number of patents issued, as revealed by
Espacenet.12 Starting with anti-aging gels and creams, nanotechnology has now become applied
in almost all of its products, such as nail polish, perfumes, aftershave, sunscreens, shampoos,
make-up and more.31

Figure 2. Ranking of Top 10 Cosmetic Companies based on Nano-related Patents.4

Nanocosmetics achieve two imperative benefits simultaneously: aesthetic appeal, and high
efficiency. Due to the intrinsic nature of the small sized particles, an increase in surface area for
the same quantity is achieved, which means an improved delivery of the actives in the formula
while minimizing the risks of compromising the formula’s sensory attributes. The pursuit of any
topical therapy formulation is to either assist in the regulation of the barrier function of the skin,
or to deliver an active to one within, with minimal systemic engagement.5 The barrier function of
the lipid layer in the SC traps water molecules within to prevent their loss, so as to minimize skin
dehydration (trans epidermal water loss, TEWL) while retaining other natural moisturizing factors
from leaching out, as well as preventing chemical or biological irritants from entering. Nanocarriers used for topical therapy can lead to consumer perceivable benefits such as skin cleansing,
hydration, protection, care or enhancement.5 Optimizing the formula intended for cosmetic use
8

means studying the optimal release rate, control over release, encapsulation efficiency, skin
permeation and its stability.

9

Chapter 2
Literature Review
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2. Literature Review
2.1 SLN/NLC as Effective Carriers of Drugs and Bioactives
Lipid nanoparticles (SLN, NLC) have shown escalating interest in pharmaceutical
applications since the beginning of their development in the early 1990s. They are now considered
good candidates in parenteral, peroral, dermal, occular, and pulmonary administration, where
Parkeike, Hommoss, and Muller, review their various potential applications.13 Their possible
application in dermal delivery for both pharmaceutical and cosmetic intentions had significantly
increased over the past decade, with several reviews devoted to elucidating their potential as
dermal carriers for therapeutic agents. In one review, Muller, a leading scientist in the field of lipid
nanoparticle delivery, highlighted the advantage of using SLNs for controlled drug delivery as a
replacement for traditional colloidal carriers, namely emulsions, liposomes and polymeric microand nanoparticles.11 He went on further to expose the biocompatibility of the lipidic excipients
used in the vehicle, along with their cost-efficient mechanism of production using high pressure
homogenization. Other advantages specific to SLN topical application as in cosmetics, is their
small particle size that adheres to the skin surface forming a thin film that prevents TEWL,
consequently increasing hydration. In his review, Muller also explained the mechanism of drug
incorporation and how it relates to the degree of crystallinity of the lipid carrier, clarifying the link
between increase in packing density and thermodynamic stability, with decrease of drug
incorporation rate. However, he also added that the addition of emulsifiers and the inherent small
size of the particles does work in favor of the formula, impeding drug expulsion.
In another review devoted to SLN, Menhert and Mader presented the modes of production,
means for characterization and application.32 The key advantages of SLN are highlighted in their
possibility to control drug release, by locking them in within the solid matrix and hence
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immobilizing them, along with their biocompatibility and ease in large-scale production. The
general ingredients are also specified, such as fatty acids, waxes, and steroids as options, along
with any type of surfactant, noting a prolonged stability if a combination surfactant system is used.
Characterization of the SLN in terms of particle size and ZP, degree of crystallinity and lipid
modification as well as investigation on the possible coexistence of additional colloidal structures
such as micelles, liposomes, and such are highlighted as key factors in understanding the stability
and release kinetics of the formula. In the case of coexisting colloidal species, lecithin, a possible
excipient in lipidic carriers and a key ingredient in the investigation reported in this thesis, is said
to form liposomes. Furthermore, they also mentioned a personal account on a study conducted on
their part on SLNs which revealed that the drug, nitroxide, was being incorporated in micellar
structures instead of within the wax of the SLN carrier.
The potential of encapsulating bioactives as caretonoids, a precursor of vitamin A, omega3 and phytosterols, has been investigated in another review by Weiss et al., as a means of enhancing
nutraceuticals, specifically functional foods.33 The SLN vehicle is highlighted as a prominent
candidate in delivering lipophilic bioactive compounds, as they get solubilized within the solid
lipidic core of the carrier. An increase in the bioavailability of the encapsulated bioactive is feasible
due to the nanosized particles with a high surface area to volume ratio, thus increasing their
adsorption capacity onto the targeted site. The composition of the lipid matrix is shown to play a
decisive role in determining the properties and structure of the SLN. The choice of lipid can
influence the manufacturing process in terms of temperature during homogenization, post cooling
rates and the crystallization temperature of both the bioactive and lipidic matrix. This in return will
play a pivotal role in the overall structure of the final SLN matrix along with its respective loading
capacity. The crystallinity of the matrix can be decisive in determining the capacity of the SLN
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formula of withholding the bioactive, where a lower expulsion rate is claimed for heterogeneous
lipids.
SLN for topical drug delivery has been specifically tackled in another review by Zang,
Purdon and Smith where they illustrated the current understanding of the SLN-mediated skin
penetration and proposed possible mechanisms for the SLN-skin interactions.35 There are three
mechanisms illustrated, as shown in Figure 3. The first one includes an intact penetration of the
SLN through the SC, although suggested to be a less probable case, but more so in follicular and
gland duct openings, as shown in (a). This mechanism is claimed to have an advantage in releasing
the bioactive or drug in a controlled manner, maintaining a threshold concentration in the
epidermis and dermis layers of the skin for a set period of time. This thereby eliminates the need
for repeated dosage intake, as it reaches the same target therapeutic dose over a prolonged period
of time. A second mechanism uses the inherent features of the SLN matrix, such as surfactants and
lipidic structure, that act as penetration enhancers, and thus allow for the permeation of the SLN
lipids into the SC where they may release the active then, as shown in (b). The last mechanism
conveys a gradual disintegration of the SLN carrier to release the bioactive on the surface of the
SC, without permeating within, as the drug partitions away from the lipid matrix and into the skin
independently, as shown in (c).
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Figure 3. Skin penetration mechanism of SLN.35
The dermal application of lipid nanoparticles, both SLN and NLC, for cosmetic and
pharmaceutical products was reviewed by Parkeike, Hommoss, and Muller.13 The two carriers are
distinguished from one another by the constituting lipids in the solid matrix, where NLCs possess
a less crystalline order by the incorporation of liquid oil, enhancing the loading capacity of the
carrier. The way to incorporate the SLN or NLC dispersion in existing commercial products as
creams, gels, or lotions, is depicted by substituting a percentage of the water phase of the product
with the dispersion. An increase in hydration due to the reduced TEWL induced by the carriers is
also noted, which is attributed to the occlusion factor of the lipid nano-carriers. The strength of the
occlusion of the carrier is related to both the particle size and lipid concentration, where an increase
of occlusion is noted with decreasing particle size and increasing lipid concentration. Finally, lipid
nano-carriers are claimed to be “nanosave” carriers as they do not exhibit any cytoxicity as
confirmed by several studies reported.
The occlusive effect and penetration ability of SLN and NLC were further studied by
Lopez-Garcia and Ganem-Rondero.36 An in-vitro set-up to measure the occlusive effect was used,
where the procedure entailed the measurement of the amount of water evaporated through a filter
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paper that had empty nano-lipid dispersions, in comparison to a reference blank. The difference in
the occlusion effect of both SLN and NLC was reported to be statistically insignificant, as well as
the difference in their respective induced TEWL. The film formation of the nanoparticles was
examined on pig skin using SEM, as shown in Figure 4. Furthermore, SLN/NLC encapsulating
Nile Red, a lipophilic stain, was ensued for the measurement of penetration into pig skin following
a FDC set-up. The results showed a 2.7 fold increase in penetration for NLC, concluding that the
occlusive factor cannot be indicative for the efficiency of the drug permeation. They also note that
the composition of the lipid matrix plays a key role in drug permeation, due to the difference in
interactions between the lipids and skin components. Finally, it was argued that ZP was pivotal in
determining the stability of lipid nanoparticles. The determining factor for these carriers is the
specific molecular arrangement that the lipids exhibit in the external layer of the carrier, along with
their interaction with stabilizers, such as surfactants. For their samples, the ZP was reported to be
lower than the threshold value of ±30 mV required for stability, with values of -7.5 and -11.1 for
SLN and NLC, respectively. There was no significant increase in PDI and ZP noted upon storage.
This conferred stability was related to the steric hindrance induced by the stabilizer used, a nonionic block co-polymer, preventing the lipid particles from coalescing.
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Figure 4. SEM images of untreated pig skin (a), with SLN (b) and with NLC (c).36
In a study conducted by Liu, Wu and Fang, vitamin K1 was delivered using SLN
nanoparticles for peroral administration.37 The formula of the SLN was optimized by screening
different types of lipids, and surfactants, both hydrophilic and hydrophobic, where the highest
stability and smallest size of the resulting lipidic nano-carrier is pivotal in the choice of the best
formulation. Statistical analysis of the experimental design was ensued to obtain a regression
equation for describing the relationship between the surfactant system and the particle size of the
SLN. The combined system of emulsifiers was used to stabilize the dispersion by forming a film
around the particles. The method of production of the SLN included ultrasonic emulsification, and
the relationship between the time needed for the melt to be homogenized on one hand, and the
EE% and particle size of the optimal formula on the other, was also investigated. The higher time
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in homogenization showed a decrease in particle size, but no correlation to EE% was found.
Further characterization was carried out using TEM and DSC, where the latter helped in the
evaluation of the lipid crystallinity. The values of the crystallinity of the SLN with and without
vitamin K1 showed no significant differences, thus indicating that the encapsulation did not affect
the lattice arrangement in this case.
The drawbacks of SLN have been addressed by the evolution of a new generation of lipid
nanoparticles, namely NLC, with several reviews devoted to discussing the difference between the
two. In a review by Muller, he explains the cosmetic and dermatological preparations of the two
carriers, along with other features intrinsic to the carriers such as the occlusion factor induced due
to the film formation upon applying the dispersion on skin.38 Muller explains the reason behind
the higher loading capacity and increase in stability of the NLC compared to SLN, which he
specifies as pertaining to the nanostructured feature induced in the former by mixing a liquid lipid
within the solid matrix. The lack of crystallinity of the NLC can be confirmed by DSC analysis.
Muller goes further to explain an important active in pharmaceutical application, retinol, a
derivative of Vitamin A. He states that since the solubility of the hydrophobic retinol is higher in
liquid oil, when incorporated into a solid matrix, it will form oil nano-compartments. These nanocompartments would still be able to control the release of the vitamin through being surrounded
with a solid matrix. Furthermore, he depicts an increase from 1-5% retinol in the formula when
using NLC carriers instead of SLN, for successful incorporation and stability.
In an effort to illustrate the enhanced stability of the SLN carriers, Ghanbarzadeh et al.
conducted a study for encapsulated hydroquinone active for dermal delivery.39 The bioactive is of
a hydrophilic nature, which retards the absorption through the lipidic skin layer. The encapsulation
using SLN has shown successful incorporation of the bioactive within the vehicle. The optimized
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formula exhibited a particle size of 86 nm and EE% of 89.5%. Ex-vivo permeation studies with rat
skin mounted on a FDC revealed a significant deposition of drug localized on the skin, with
minimal systemic absorption. The latter was correlated with the amounts of drug analyzed in the
receptor compartment of the diffusion cell. About 3% release was found for the drug from the SLN
formulation, compared to almost 3-fold higher concentration for the hydroquinine gel control. The
amount of drug localized onto the skin is also quantified, where the permeated skin area is excised
after the incubation, cut into smaller pieces, and added in methanol for drug extraction. The results
show a significant improvement in drug localization in the case of SLN, compared to the control,
with twice the concentration of drug found in the former case. The SLN has also shown an
occlusive effect due to the small size and lipidic nature of the carrier that adheres to the skins
surface. Other factors mentioned include solubility and permeation enhancement. This effect
improves skin delivery of actives, and effectiveness of intended therapy by the formula.
Another study was conducted by Kushwaha et al. to encapsulate hydrophilic moieties using
SLN carriers.40 The drug, raloxifene hydrochloride, is aimed for oral use, and functions in a similar
fashion to hormonal estrogen as means of alleviating menopausal symptoms. An optimization
procedure was ensued to arrive at the best formulation, where different surfactants were screened
and the final formulation was assessed based on its particle size, PDI index and ZP. The EE% was
all within the range of 55 to 66%, showing a relatively lower value than the previous work on
hydroquinone, which can be attributed to the increasing hydrophilicity of the raloxifene
hydrochloride. The SLN nanodispersion separation from the supernatant solution was conducted
using ultra-filtration nanosep centrifuge tubes, with membrane having a weight cutoff of 100KD.
Centrifugation was carried out at 5,000 rpm for 15 minutes, at a temperature of 4°C. Further
characterization was conducted such as in-vitro release using a dialysis bag diffusion technique.
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The release of the SLN exhibited an initial burst release in the first three hours, followed by a more
sustained pattern onwards. This behavior is attributed to drug being adsorbed on the surface of the
SLN in the former case, which quickly gets released, as opposed to the ones encapsulated within,
immobilized by the surrounding solid lipids. Other techniques used included FTIR and DSC in an
effort to assess any possible interaction between the lipid and drug as a result of encapsulation,
which was shown to be none-existent in the former case, but did show a broadening of peak in the
latter case. This is explained by the transformation of the drug from crystalline to amorphous as a
result of drug encapsulation.
In another review by Muller devoted solely to NLC carriers in cosmetic dermal products,
he elaborates on their effectiveness as cosmetic excipients.41 Their benefits include prolonged
stability of the active, inherent film formation upon application that can lead to improved skin
hydration due to the occlusion factor, as well as improved bioavailability. Muller specifies that the
nature of the crystalline lipid in SLN as being a limiting factor for a high loading capacity for the
active. This is due to tendency of the SLN for drug expulsion as a means of transforming it into a
more crystalline form. Hence, the imperfect crystalline nature of the NLC is a pivotal factor in its
improved loading capacity compared to the more crystalline SLN. The stability of the SLN and
NLC matrices can be directly inferred from DSC measurements along various time intervals,
where a comparison between the initial enthalpy measurement and that after a period of time can
give an indication to the percentage of particle remaining intact. Furthermore, NLC concentrates
as cosmetic excipients are reported to be commercially available. The essential fatty acids in the
oil, such as linoleic acid, is said to exhibit improved skin appearance, elasticity and barrier
functions.
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An extensive study was conducted to illustrate the various features of SLN and NLC
carrying psoralen drug, used for treatment of skin disorder, by Fang, Liu and Su.42 The study
presented an optimization procedure used to assess the best formula, with the type of surfactant
being the independent variable. The aim was to devise a formula with the best permeation and
release kinetics for effective therapy of Psoriasis. The SLN and NLC carriers were produced using
the hot homogenization method where the lipid and aqueous phase were prepared separately,
heated to about 85°C before adding the latter onto the former and dispersing them using a highshear homogenizer, followed by sonication for 10 minutes. Upon particle size characterization, it
was confirmed that SLN exhibited a significantly higher size than NLC particles, where the SLN
had a size of 296.6 nm in comparison to 210.2 and 172.7 nm of the two NLC dispersions
formulated constituting different surfactants. An increase in viscosity was also witnessed for the
SLN formulation, correlating this effect with an improved strength of the film forming due to the
crystalline nature of the solid lipid. An enhancement of drug delivery was explained by the increase
in contact between the lipid carriers and SC as a result of the fine-particle size and high surface
area. Surfactants are also claimed to fluidize the SC, acting as permeation enhancers, to allow more
drug to permeate through the brick and mortar barrier like SC, and into the intended site of
delivery. Finally, NLC did show an improved drug permeation and release kinetic profile, with a
higher total release, almost two folds as much released from SLN, and higher permeation flux,
indicating that it is a superior vehicle to SLN.
The development of both carriers, SLN and NLC, to encapsulate clotrimazole, a lipophilic
drug, was carried out by Souto et al. in an effort to assess their respective physical stability, EE%
and in-vitro release kinetics.43 The lipid carriers were produced using the hot homogenization
technique with a High Pressure Homogenizer (HPH). For EE% measurements, the lipidic particles
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were separated using centrifugation. This was followed by spectrophotometric analysis of the drug
in the supernatant at a previously known '()* . The release was carried out using a FDC with
artificial membrane, cellulose nitrate, placed between the receptor and donor compartment. The
number of total formulations were three, where the first two were SLN structures with varying
lipid and drug content, and the third an NLC with an added oil constituent that replaced 30% of
the solid lipid content of the SLN with higher lipid content. The results of the in-vitro release
showed a dependence on the drug concentration in the lipidic carrier, where a higher release was
observed for lower drug concentration. This was attributed to the drug-enriched shell model that
formed, as compared to an enriched core, when low drug concentration was used. Furthermore,
the fastest release was observed for the NLC formula, which is related to its liquid component, and
found to be 26% in comparison to 24% and 22% of the two SLN formulations. Finally, NLC
showed higher EE% and stability, maintaining an EE% greater than 60% which is not the case for
SLN, although a lower occlusive capacity in comparison to SLN with the same lipid content was
found.
2.2 Vitamin A loaded SLN/NLC
Vitamin A is a highly effective therapeutic bioactive that exerts beneficial treatments
against several skin disorders, such as acne, dermatitis, and aging, hence enabling its use as an
effective cosmetic ingredient. The poor solubility of vitamin A, however, makes it less available
for skin targeting, along with its chemical fragility against oxidation. Lipid based carriers have
been subject to increasing interest due to their potential in addressing all the previous exhibited
drawbacks. In one study aimed at further increasing the stability of all-trans retinol (AR), a vitamin
A derivative, Jee et al. accomplish their aim by adding another excipient to the formula, namely
lipophilic antioxidants.27 Initially, an optimization procedure was used where both the amounts
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and ratio of the surfactants were altered, until reaching an acceptable ZP and particle size, about 30 mV and 100 nm, respectively, for prolonged physical stability of the dispersion. The optimized
formulations were then irradiated with a 60-W bulb and the extent of vitamin A degradation was
monitored with HPLC measurements. Very surprisingly, however, the rate of degradation of the
AR was higher when encapsulated in the SLN vehicle, as opposed to the intact AR control. This
was claimed to have contradicted previous works, as well as overall assumptions of SLN protective
functions. In light of their contradicting results, the investigators attributed their findings to the
lipid system used in the SLN that might have been more prone to auto-oxidation, forming
lipoperoxyl radicals that would be scavenged by AR and consumed in the process. Finally, the
stability of the AR-SLN system was shown to be substantially improved when co-loading
antioxidants, such as BHT-BHA, and tocopherol.
In an investigation by Argnimon et al. the effect of the carrier on the improvement of the
chemical stability of the vitamin was concluded.44 The SLN-RP dispersion was formulated with
hot homogenization, using HPH, where three cycles at 1000 bar were ensued. The dispersion was
then freeze dried, and the powder used for further characterization. EE% was determined by
dissolving SLN-RP in isopropyl alcohol, and further analyzed using UV-vis spectroscopy to
determine the concentration of SLN with respect to the total RP added, where a mean EE% of
90.7% was found. The investigation of the conferred protection of the SLN was then studied by
monitoring the concentration of RP over 10 days at room temperature, in comparison to freevitamin A suspension in surfactant media, with 50% degradation found for the former in
comparison to a higher rate of 80% for the control. Thus, the SLN showed an improved protection
on the vitamin with less degradation compared to the latter.
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In another effort to convey the conferred protection of SLN vehicles against photo- and
thermally induced degradation, Sapino et al. prepared RP loaded SLN in an ethyl cellulose gel for
evaluation.10 Three types of solid lipids were used, namely, cetyl palmitate, glyceryl behenate, and
palmitic acid, using the hot homogenization technique for production of the SLNs. The RP was
added to the lipid phase after melting, and the temperature was maintained throughout the
procedure at 65°C to prevent RP degradation. The SLN dispersion was then added to the
hydroxyethylcellulose gel, which was then irradiated with UVA and UVB lamps for photodegradation studies. A controlled RP dispersed in the same gel was used for comparison. The
samples withdrawn were first diluted with methanol, centrifuged, and then analyzed using UV-vis
spectrophotometer at '=323 nm. The results of the irradiation tests showed a significant
improvement in protection of the SLN against degradation, in comparison to the free RP gel
dispersion. However, differences in the percentage degradation of the vitamin were observed for
the different lipid constituents, which was explained by the difference in polarity between the
lipidic core and the aqueous medium. This results in variations at the interface between the two
moieties, increasing the partitioning of the vitamin into the aqueous dispersion in cases of reduced
interfacial tension of the more polar lipid, and hence increasing their degradation. The order in
increasing protection against degradation conferred by the lipid constituents was cetyl palmitate >
glyceryl behenate > palmitic acid. This protective action induced by the SLN vehicle was attributed
to possible light scattering effects by the carrier lipid matrix. It was also noted that the addition of
radical scavengers such as vitamin E, and anti-oxidants can help impede the photo-degradation
process of the RP, as they consume the oxygen radicals that could possibly react to degrade the
vitamin. Furthermore, the degradation of the three SLNs and the control at 25 and 40°C after 30
days incubation in the dark was investigated. The results revealed an improved protection, with
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higher concentration of RP found after the incubation period, where only 20-40% degradation was
witnessed in all three SLN formulations as compared to a 70-80% loss of the RP in the control.
Finally, it was confirmed that a higher loading capacity of the retinoids was observed when mixing
a small amount of liquid oil in the solid lipid matrix, and that a higher EE% improves stability as
less RP is exposed to the aqueous medium.
Vitamin A-loaded SLNs for topical use were synthesized by Jenning, Korting and Gohla,
where the drug release properties were the main focus of the preparation.16 Since vitamin A is an
irritant, its sustained and prolonged release is a target for cosmetic formulators. The EE% of
vitamin A, due to its high insolubility in water, was assumed to be 100%. The release set-up
consisted of a FDC, with artificial membrane, cellulose nitrate, soaked with a lipophilic surfactant,
isopropyl myristate, which is used to simulate the properties of the SC. Samples from the receptor
cell were withdrawn in 6 hour intervals over one day, and later analyzed using HPLC, to study the
release profile of the SLN. A nano-emulsion of similar size to the SLN dispersion was used as a
reference, and the release profile did show significant variations between the two. A burst release
was observed for the nano-emulsion, releasing higher amounts of vitamin A for the first 6 hours
in comparison to SLN. On the other hand, the SLN did show a more consistent and controlled
release profile at first, followed by a higher flux that exceeded that of the nano-emulsion after 12
hours, confirming the previously claimed high EE% of the carrier. This high flux in the release
profile in comparison to the nanoemulsion was explained in relation to polymorphic transitions
that took place in the lipidic excipients of the SLN, which were monitored using X-ray diffraction
and DSC studies. This SLN dispersion underwent an initial gelation process as water evaporated,
followed by polymorphic transitions that eventually lead to drug expulsion, since the latter
crystalline form cannot accommodate the drug as well as the previous. This now expelled vitamin
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A will be in contact with water in the receptor phase, causing an increase in thermodynamic
activity due to its inherent hydrophobicity, and resulting in a higher diffusion velocity. This was
confirmed when the SLN nanoparticles were dispersed in a buffered solution instead of distilled
water as in the original formulation, showing a similar release profile to that of the nano-emulsion.
Retinyl Palmitate (RP) loaded SLN were synthesized in order to compare with other investigations
conducted on retinol, and a higher stability of the dispersion for the former was observed, that
could explain the slower flux in release. However, it was noted that SLN-RP dispersions exhibited
prolonged stability in storage, as they were less sensitive to aggregation.
In another study, Jenning, Gohla, Gysler and Schaffer-Korting studied the drug targeting
mechanism of SLN dispersions on the upper skin along with their occlusive properties.45 The use
of lipid carriers to encapsulate irritant drugs such as vitamin A reduced their irritancy due to their
controlled release profile, along with minimizing their uptake by the blood. Penetration studies
were conducted on a Franz flow-through cell using adult Yucatan pig skin. After the 24h
incubation, the skin was frozen and then sliced horizontally into different sections so the retinol
can be extracted from different skin depths. The highest content of retinol was found at the upper
most layer of the skin, which represented the SC and higher layer of epidermis. The amount of
retinol detected in deeper parts of the skin increased with time for the SLN dispersion, as opposed
to nanoemulsions that gave no change in the extent of their permeation with time. This was
explained by the mechanism of the SLN forming a film, and gelling as a result of water loss. This
gel-film forming on the surface would act as a barrier to prevent TEWL, and by enhancing
occlusion, allow for the retinol to permeate deeper into the skin. Simultaneous polymorphic
transitions of the lipid carrier take place, expelling the retinol at a higher pace, which is witnessed
by a loss of controlled release from the carrier. Furthermore, light microscopy was used for
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confirmation of any structural changes in the epidermis as a result of applying the SLN-retinol
dispersion. A comparative study was ensued on the morphology of skin following application of
SLN enriched cream, SLN-free cream, and untreated skin as reference, for further evaluation of
occlusive effects. The images retrieved from light microscopy, in Figure 5, showed a thickening
of the SC as the nanoparticles perturbed the lamellar arrangement of the skin’s lipid structure.
Swelling was also observed, due to the occlusive effects that led to increased hydration for the
SLN applied skin (C) in comparison to the untreated skin (A) and SLN-free cream treated skin
(B). Finally, SLN dispersions in an oil in water emulsion showed an improvement in retaining the
drug by impeding the polymorphic transition of the lipid, the driving factor behind drug expulsion.

Figure 5 Images of vertical section of skins using light microscopy where (A) is untreated
(B) treated with SLN-free cream and (C) treated with SLN containing cream.45
Jenning and Gohla attempted to compare the three main derivatives of vitamin A, namely:
tretinoin, retinol and RP in terms of encapsulation efficiency in SLNs.46 This was ensued in an
effort to get a deeper understanding of the underlying mechanism of drug incorporation within the
SLN. The study also included an attempt for devising a new method to evaluate EE%. This method
included kinetic analysis of the decomposition rate of the different forms of retinoids in water and
in an oil phase. Other methods included polarized light microscopy for detecting expelled drug
crystals, and the use of DSC for determining variations in the melting point of the lipids as a result
of drug expulsion. Although all three methods, DSC, light microscopy and kinetic study, do not
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give a quantifiable percentage on the loading capacity, as this is only possible by actual separation
of the lipid from the supernatant, however, they were conducted in an effort to understand the
inclusion mechanism of the retinoid within the SLN matrix. A mechanism proposed for low
melting point drugs in comparison to that of the solid lipid, such as RP, is that they tend to
distribute on the surface of the carrier, forming a shell enriched type SLN. Furthermore, a
correlation between the lipid’s crystallinity and its EE% was also explored, where the metastable
polymorphic + , is claimed to have a higher capacity for incorporating drugs due to more defects in
its crystalline structure in comparison to the more crystalline + form. Finally, the addition of a
liquid lipid component in the formula allowed for a higher loading capacity of the retinoids.
With an aim to compare the effect of different carriers encapsulating RP on skin
permeation, Clares et al. went about developing three carriers, namely nanoemulsions (NEs),
liposomes (LPs), and SLNs.47 The study focused on highlighting the features of these three carriers
in terms of skin permeation, stability against photo-degradation, and biocompatibility. Further
characterization was ensued to assess particle size, ZP, pH, EE%, and morphology. The
permeation was conducted using a Franz-type diffusion cell, with a mixture of alcohol and ether
as the receptor medium, and human skin as the membrane. The amount of RP remaining on the
skin was quantified by sonicating the skin exposed in the donor cell with the same receptor medium
mix as the extracting solvent, followed by centrifugation, and finally HPLC measurements of the
supernatant. The results showed a much more pronounced flux of permeated RP for NEs compared
to the LPs and SLNs. This was explained by the comparably small size of the NEs, giving higher
surface area for interfacial interaction, which facilitates the drug absorption through the skin.
Another reason is the presence of surfactants in the emulsion system, as this fluidizes the lamellar
lipidic structure of the SC. In addition, the NEs themselves exhibit intrinsic fluid-like behavior,
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thus acting as permeation enhancers. It was also noted that formulations with negative charge are
less easily permeated into the skin due to the inherent alike charge of the mammalian skin induced
by the presence of anionic molecules as cholesterol sulfate. This could be another reason for the
increased flux of less negative NEs in comparison to SLNs and LPs. Furthermore, the retention of
RP on the skin showed a significant reduction for NEs and SLNs as compared with LPs. The
biocompatible phospholipids as main constituents of LPs are claimed to be the reason behind their
more likely retention on the skin. Furthermore, SLNs did exhibit improved photo-protection along
with higher EE% as compared to LPs. The reason for the higher EE% was attributed to the
vesicular structure of the LP carrier, with aqueous chambers within it that hinder the proper
incorporation of the highly hydrophobic RP. Finally, it was noted that in the light of cosmetic
delivery carriers, a high flux across the skin barrier is not needed as for percutaneous drug delivery,
where an improved skin retention property is instead needed for effective therapy.
Melot et al. investigated the penetration enhancers in delivering retinol through the SC.48
Chemical penetration enhancers alter the barrier properties of the SC by either disrupting the lipid
structure of the membrane or by enhancing the drug solubility within the skin. An in-vivo
monitoring of the permeation of trans-retinol was quantified for treatments of trans retinol in a
highly soluble oil, myritol, with and without penetration enhancers. The results showed an
improved penetration in case of the former, where lipid fluidizers, such as oleic acid, increase the
partitioning effect into the membrane, allowing a higher diffusion into the SC. On the other hand,
retinol in myritol is highly solubilized, with a much lower tendency to partition into the skin.
The permeation of RP in nanocarriers was also demonstrated through in-vitro studies on
human skin with confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) by Teixeira et al and others.49 A
FDC set up was used, where the skin exposed to the formula was incubated for 24 hours. Similar
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to SLN and NLC carriers, polymeric nanoparticles exhibited film formation on the skin, where a
deep penetration was revealed, suggesting intercellular permeation of the drug. Along with sample
withdrawals from the receptor compartment of the cell, the skin itself was analyzed for the
quantification of RP in both the SC and the deeper epidermis/dermis layer. The extraction from
the SC was conducted by a tape stripping test, after the skin was initially dried with a cotton swab.
The RP on the tape was then extracted in methanol, and analyzed using HPLC. As for the other
layers of the skin, RP was extracted with ethyl acetate. The results showed that the permeation of
the RP in the dermis/epidermis was the highest, which was later confirmed with CLSM. The
fluorophore in RP allowed its excitation without prior attachment of a fluorescent probe, as was
the case for the polymeric capsule. The labelled polymer and RP were distinguished in the images
retrieved by their different fluorescing colors. Namely, RP fluoresced green whereas the Nile blue
probe on the nanocapsule gave red fluorescence, as shown in Figure 6. The excitation wavelength
of RP was 740 nm, and its emission was in the region of 419-548 nm. The images showed a deeper
permeation of the RP, leaving behind the nanocapsules at the upper layers upon their release. The
conclusion made from the images regarding the penetration of the RP is that it took place via
intercellular routes provided by openings in the skin, allowing for the uniform penetration
observed.
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Figure 6. Confocal images (a) (x,y) on the surface (b) (x,z) deeper cross section of the skin
where red is Nile-blue labelled polymeric nanocapsules and green is RP.49
In an effort to use RP-loaded nanocarriers for therapy on skin aging, Oliveira et al. studied
the in-vitro profile of liquid crystalline systems (LCS) loaded with RP, in comparison to free
LCS.50 The study demonstrated the capacity of the LC carriers to prolong the antioxidant activity
of the RP active. This was quantified by measuring the inhibition capacity of the formulations on
2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH). The control consisted of free RP, showing a much lower
inhibition rate with time due to a faster loss of antioxidant activity of the unprotected vitamin.
Furthermore, the confirmation of the biocompatibility of the formulations was conducted by an invitro cytoxicity assay. This test constituted of using red blood cells to reflect any possible changes
in the lipids, enzymes or proteins of the membrane. The results showed a tolerable extent lysis of
the red blood cells, against a positive control that exhibited 100% hemolysis. Finally, it was
concluded that LCS encapsulating RP for therapeutic application show very low toxicity and can
be considered potential carriers.
The encapsulation of RP in NLC carriers were investigated by Pezeshki, et al., where the
effect of surfactant concentration on the particle size, particle size distribution, encapsulation
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efficiency and stability of the vitamin upon storage, were explored.51 The NLC-RP carriers were
synthesized using a hot homogenization technique, with four formulations ensued. The solid lipid
and liquid oil composition was fixed, with only the surfactant changing in a level of 2%, starting
with 2% till 8%. EE% were measured by centrifugation and separation of the NLC carriers by
solvent extraction, which was then dried under liquid nitrogen and dissolved in a known volume
of the mobile phase for HPLC measurements. The physical stability of the lipid dispersion was
evaluated by measuring the particle size distribution after storage for two months at room
temperature, along with quantifying the remaining amount of RP in the dispersion. The effect of
the surfactant concentration on the particle size revealed at first a decrease in size up to 6%,
followed by a significant increase for the formulation with 8%. The formulations with lower
surfactant concentration showed lower stability upon storage with a pronounced increase in
particle distribution and size, as a result of particle agglomeration. This phenomenon was
explained by interfacial tension between the lipid and aqueous constituents that increase with
increasing surface area of the smaller sized particles, and hence require higher amounts of
surfactant concentration to off-set their tendency to coalesce. However, the pronounced particle
size enlargement upon increasing the surfactant concentration to 8% was reasoned to be the excess
surfactant molecules forming micelles, that remained in the continuous phase of the dispersion,
flocculating with time. Finally, an optimal surfactant concentration is necessary for the success of
the formulation in terms of stability.
The effect of SLN-RP on skin permeation in-vitro and in-vivo anti-wrinkle effect was
studied by Jeon et al., where a modification of the carrier’s surface was also ensued for positive
permeation behavior.52 This modification included dicetyl phosphate (DCP), which is a surface
modifying agent that renders a negative charge onto the carrier. Since the skin is negatively
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charged, the absorption of the carriers into the skin will not take place, instead, they will
accumulate and localize on the skin. This effect is required for cosmetic therapy, as systemic
penetration is not favored. Furthermore, the distribution of the negatively charged carriers
enhanced the permeation of RP, although not to the receptor compartment in the FDC set-up. This
increase in mobility of the RP was explained by the film formation of the SLN and the prolonged
interaction between the carrier and the skin, allowing for material exchange between the SLNs and
the lipids in the intercellular region of the skin. The diffusion of RP showed modifications in the
SC in terms of lipid enthalpy and lamellar stacking, which is another plausible mechanism for the
observed enhancement in RP penetration. As for anti-wrinkle effects assessed in-vivo, 50 female
hairless mice were used, divided into 5 groups. Two of the groups were given DCP-SLN-RP, with
varying concentrations. The third was a positive control, given a commercial product containing
vitamin A. Finally, the last two were not given any vitamin A, one was irradiated with UV
(negative control) while the other was not. The UV radiation is meant to promote skin degradation
by inducing reaction oxygen species (ROS) that damage DNA and cell membranes through free
radical reaction, diminishing the skin’s elasticity and promoting wrinkle formation. Finally, the
results showed a significant improvement in anti-wrinkle behavior for the first two groups in
comparison to the positive control, although the effect was dose dependent with improvements in
the higher dose RP in SLN. The higher dose SLN-RP also showed improvement over the
commercially available product. This anti-wrinkle phenomenon of the formulation was
hypothesized to follow the following mechanism. First, the DCP anchored on the surface of the
SLN allowed for improved skin hydration, resulting in promoted delivery of the RP into the viable
dermal layer and not in the blood, which was confirmed by in-vitro studies where no RP was
detected in the receptor cell after 12 hours of application. Since RP exhibits antioxidant activity
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by quenching radical reactions possibly triggered by UV, it would function as an anti-aging agent
by impeding the loss of elastin, the protein responsible for the skins elasticity.
Improvement of photo-aged facial skin by topical application of vitamin A derivative,
retinol, was also studied in-vivo by Kikuchi et al. on middle-aged Japanese females.53 A
randomized double blind clinical study on 57 subjects was first ensued for 6 months using 0.075%
retinol creams and its base cream as control for each half of the face. Three of the subjects
experienced irritation effects, but the remaining exhibited a significant improvement on the half
part of the face where retinol was applied. The assessment of wrinkle diminishment was assessed
by a dermatologist, that examined both deep and fine wrinkles, where improvements noted in both
were 28% and 50% of the subjects, respectively. Another trial was conducted with lower
concentration retinol for a shorter period of time, namely 0.04% retinol for 13 weeks. The
improvements in the latter case were not as significant, however.
In a review article by Babamiri and Nassab on cosmeceuticals, mainly tackling “the
evidence behind the retinoids”, they illustrated the mechanism of action of vitamin A against skin
aging.54 One mechanism involves the retinoids diffusing through cellular membranes, propelled
by their lipophilic nature, to bind to specific nuclear receptors that help in modulating gene
expression responsible for cell proliferation and differentiation. Other non-genomic actions
include UV absorption, antioxidant activity, along with possible changes in pigmentation. Vitamin
A was shown to exhibit UV protection by its ability to absorb such frequency of light due to its
inherent chromophore, the conjugated system of double bonds, where RP demonstrated an
equivalence of SPF 20. The mechanism employed in antioxidant activity of the retinoids involves
the scavenging of free radicals, and hence minimizing loss of elastin.
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A comparative study was conducted on different nano-lipoidal carriers encapsulating the
acid derivative of vitamin A, isotrinoin, based on skin permeation, photostability, biocompatibility
and anti-psoriatic activity.55 The lipidic carriers includes SLNs, NLCs, liposomes, and ethosomes
which were compared to a commercially available product containing the active. Characterization
included quantifying the EE% of the vehicles. This was found highest for NLCs followed by SLNs,
ethosomes and liposomes. The highest conferred stability was also for the NLCs, followed by
SLNs, and least for the ethosomes. The stabilities of liposomes and the commercial product were
equivalent. Permeation studies on mice skin mounted on FDC showed permeation to be highest
for isotrinoin in ethanolic media, followed by NLCs > SLNs > ethosomes > liposomes >
commercial product. The ethanolic solution was highest due to the lack of barrier for the diffusion
of the vitamin along with alchohol’s intrinsic penetration enhancement capabilities. However, the
biocompatibility of the phospholipidic shell of the vesicular liposomes was claimed to be the
reason for its retention in the skin. Finally, it was concluded that for deep skin targeting, as in the
case of acne located in the sebaceous gland, lipidic carriers as NLCs, SLNs or ethosomes are
recommended. However, superficial treatments such as those necessary for psoriasis, liposomes
would be a more effective vehicle due to their high skin retention capacity.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Background
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3. Theoretical Consideration
3.1 Nanocosmetic Vehicles
Topical delivery of bioactives, such as vitamins and naturally derived antioxidants, for skin
therapy poses a major challenge due to the limited stability, and bioavailability of
phytochemicals.59 Other possible challenges include poor drug solubility, which primarily stems
from the bioactives’ intrinsic hydrophobic nature in many cases, pertaining to the presence of the
organic alkyl chain.60 This led scientists to develop new delivery systems that both solubilize the
drug and protect it from damage. There are, however, required properties for the nano-vehicles
used in drug delivery. These include the following: no illicit toxicity of any of its ingredient; high
loading capacity of the active; specificity in drug targeting; and a controlled release behavior.34 A
common method for attaching the active to the nanostructured carrier is encapsulation. There are
several well established systems developed to fulfill this purpose, which includes vesicular,
emulsion, and particulate based vehicles.
3.1.1 Vesicular Systems
A vesicular system contrives a bilayer lamellar structure constiting of amphiphilic molecule
assembling into a concentric sphere in the presence of water. These molecules can be of several
origins, both organic and inorganic, and are able to encapsulate both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
drugs, the former within the interior of the vehicle, and the latter in between the polar hydrocarbon
lamellar bilayer, as shown in Figure 7. A common example of such system are liposomes, which
are used extensively in pharmaceuticals as well as cosmetics.61 As the name suggests, liposomes
are composed of lipids, commonly phospholipids, cholesterol or glycolipids. The main advantage
of liposomes is their lipid membrane, which makes them optimal for penetrating through the nonpolar lipid layer of the SC, reaching the site intended for the release of the active. Extensive bio36

disposition studies has shown that liposomes are able to deliver a much higher concentration of
drug and keep it localized at the epidermis, with almost 7 to 8 folds that of conventional matrices
as in gels, lotions, and creams, and minimal intravenous penetration and accumulation in internal
organs.62
Synthesis of liposomes occurs simultaneously when dispersing phospholipids in a water
medium, at a temperature above their phase transition, where both small unilamellar as well as
multilamellar vesicles form.63 These vesicles can be transformed to smaller, nano-vehicles by
methods such as high-pressure homogenization, ultra-sonication, etc.64
There are other vesicular systems such as niosomes, which were developed to bypass some of
the drawbacks of liposomes such as their chemical instability, triggered by the possibility of the
oxidation of unsaturated fatty acids and the hydrolysis of the ester bindings in the phospholipids.65
Niosomes circumvent such obstacles by replacing the moieties of the amphiphilic molecules with
saturated hydrocarbon chains and intramolecular ether linkages.66,67

Figure 7. Amphiphilic molecules in liposomal vesicular delivery vehicles.68
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3.1.2 Emulsions
The lipophilic nature of many bioactives poses a disadvantage in their incorporation into
cosmetic formulation, as they can only be solubilized in organic solvents. The use of non-aqueous
solvents can be both costly and toxic, and thus the search for an alternative mode of delivery for
these actives was required. Emulsions allows the latter’s’ delivery in appropriate aqueous media,
as well as grant the possibility of delivering the optimal concentration by dilution.69 There are
several different systems of emulsions being used, each with their respective advantages and
limitations. Examples of systems include micro-emulsions, multiple emulsions, nano-emulsions
and pickering emulsions.
The main difference between micro-emulsions and nano-emulsions is their thermodynamic
stability, where the latter is less stable due to the increased surface area as a result of the decrease
in size, leading to more contact between the two immiscible phases and hence resulting in an
increase in surface tension70. Micro-emulsions, however, constitute solubilizing molecules, such
as surfactants and co-surfactants, that help diminish the surface tension, rendering the overall
system optically isotropic, and single-phased.71. The presence of micro-domains of opposite
polarity within the same phase allows for a high capacity for solubilizing both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic moieties.72 Figure 8 illustrates the difference in Gibbs free energy between each
emulsion and its counterparts separated. Although nano-emulsions are thermodynamically
unstable, they are kinetically stable making them less prone to respond to changes in temperature
and composition, as opposed to micro-emulsions.73 However, rapid drug release was observed to
be a limiting factor in the case of nano-emulsions, which stems from the nature of the system that
allows for a higher mobility of the drug solubilized in the lipid phase in comparison to cases of
where the drug is encapsulated within the vehicle.5
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Pickering emulsions are similar to nano-emulsions. They do not require surfactants, and
are instead stabilized by the presence of amphiphilic solid particles, such as zinc oxide coated with
aluminum stearate. This decreases the surface tension at the interphase of the two immiscible
liquids and solubilizes the dispersed moieties within the continuous phase.75 The main advantage
of substituting conventional emulsions with pickering emulsions stems from the dismissal of
surfactants in the latter.76 However, there are concerns regarding the stability of the emulsion,
claiming a mesostable state, but a study conducted confirms the opposite, where a particularly high
stability against coalescence was observed, compared to surfactant stabilized emulsions. This
increased stability can be stemming from the presence of solid particles enveloping the oil droplets
that decrease the mobility of the droplets.76,77
Another type of emulsion based carriers for bioactives are multiple emulsions, based on
the concept of separating the continuous phase from the dispersed, where the latter encapsulates
within it a portion of the former. This system is thermodynamically unstable although uses two
system surfactants to solubilize the three phase emulsions (W/O/W or O/W/O). Chances for
emulsion breakdown can take place via several routes, such as osmotic swelling or shrinking,
internal phase expulsion, or coalescence of either internal or external droplets.75 These multiple
system emulsions can have their stability improved by means of having a polymerized gel in either
the internal or external phase, reducing their mobility, and hence prolonging stability.5 The
application of this system in cosmetics is effective due to its sustained release, which is optimum
in cases of prolonged skin moisturizers, or aerosol fragrances with a better sustained release, etc.78
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Figure 8. Thermodynamics of nanoemulsions vs. microemulsions.79
3.2 Lipid Nanoparticles
Over the past decade, much research has been conducted to validate the efficacy of
colloidal nano-vehicles encapsulating bioactives for therapeutic targets in the cosmetic realm.80
Although particulate drug carriers showed remarkable improvements in drug targeting, and
chemical stability, their limitations outweighed their progress to large-scale production. These
include a lack of physical stability, difficulty in up-scaling for commercial use due to their complex
synthesis, as well as their cytotoxicity, especially for polymeric carriers.27 The evolvement of lipid
based carriers overcomes these drawbacks, particularly toxicity, where now all excipients are
biodegradable solid lipids forming the matrix, dispersed in an aqueous medium in the form of a
suspension.81
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3.2.1 SLN
SLNs are dispersions synthesized by replacing the liquid lipid in an o/w emulsion with
solid lipids or a blend of solid lipids.82 The main feature of lipid carrier is their characteristic
solidity that can withstand body temperature.11 In comparison to other vehicles, such as emulsions
and liposomes, these solid-based systems can provide higher protection for the active against
chemical degradation, as well as impede its mobility once entrapped within the defects of the solid
lipid’s crystalline matrix.46 The choice of lipid used influences the characteristics of the carrier by
several means such as the particle size, stability upon storage, EE%, and release profile.83 Another
advantage of these nano-vehicles is the biocompatibility and biodegradability of their components.
The inherent solid nature of the SLN has also been shown to prolong stability.84 The mechanism
for this process was discussed by Patravale, showing a relationship between the lower mobility of
the vehicle as a result of its solid nature, hence preventing coalescence as well as providing better
control over the release of the encapsulated actives.5 Another advantage of SLNs is their mode of
production, which is relatively cheap and simple in comparison to other vehicles.85 A common
method is by using a High Pressure Homogenization technique, where the possibility of both a hot
and a cold homogenization process can be incurred, as demonstrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Schematic procedure of hot and cold homogenization techniques for SLN
production.32
SLNs are capable of encapsulating both hydrophilic and lipophilic moieties, although risk
of partitioning of hydrophilic drugs renders the system more effective towards the latter type.86,85
The average size of SLNs can range from 50 to 1000 nm, with solid lipids such as triglycerides,
glyceryl monosterarate, glyceryl behenate, glyceryl palmitostearate, or wax cetyl palmitate, and
other biodedgradable lipids forming the matrix. To ensure physical stability of the dispersion, a
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surfactant or a combination of surfactants must be used. Typical examples of common emulsifiers
include lecithin, polysorbate 80, sodium cocoamphoacetate, or sacchrose fatty acid esters.87
A. SLN Structure and Drug Loading Mechanism
There are three types of SLNs categorized according to the embedment of the drug within the
matrix, as follows:88
1) Type I SLNs are derived from a homogeneous mixture of the drug and solid lipids, with
the former being well dispersed in the latter.
2) Type II SLNs pertain to drugs that enrich the shell of the matrix.
3) Type III SLNs consist of a drug loaded core, taking place when the drug crystallizes prior
to the lipids.
The addition of oil or drug in a liquid form can decrease the crystallization tendency of the
system, whereas the addition of long chain fatty acids, or surfactant molecules with long, saturated
alkyl chains is a possible mean to overcome this effect. The crystallized solid lipid carrier will then
allow for better control over release for the bioactive by impeding its mobility within the
suspension, as well as protect it from the surrounding media, hence improving its stability.34
B. Drug Expulsion Mechanism
The crystalline nature of the lipids constituting the matrix of SLN imposes an inevitable
drawback of gradual drug expulsion as a result of polymorphic transitioning to a more stable
form.89 This phenomenon can take place either within a few days or a few weeks after the date of
formulation. Each type of lipidic excipient used in the matrix possesses an inherent type of
polymorphic form. Polymorphic transitioning, which are higher in nano-material as compared to
their bulk form, results in a more densely packed matrix, which can change the shape of the SLN.
This in turn disfavors the incorporation of drugs within its highly ordered crystalline matrix,
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resulting in drug expulsion. Therefore, the EE% of the system depends on the chemical and
physical nature of the drug, as well as type and crystalline form of the lipids constituting the matrix,
where a mixture of lipids was shown to have a higher incorporation capacity than using one pure
form.37,13,88
The major advantages of SLN carriers include: controlled release due to their solid matrix;
increased skin permeation pertaining to their small size that allows for a closer contact to incur
with the SC; and occlusive properties resulting from their inherent film formation upon application
on the skin.46 However, SLN carriers suffer from low EE% and gradual drug expulsion. This
occurs because of the inherent crystalline nature of the lipid matrix, with the drug encapsulated
within the defects, expelling the drug as a result of the crystallographic transitioning to a more
stable polymorphic form.46 Other disadvantages include tendency to gelation and lipid particle
growth.88 Challenges pertaining to loading capacity is addressed by inducing more defects to the
lipid matrix, and increasing the solubility of bioactives by adding an oil component, leading to a
new generation of lipid vehicles, namely NLCs.90
3.2.2 NLC
NLCs improve on some of the major limitations of the SLNs. Although both belong to the
same class of lipid carriers and follow an identical synthetic approach, the main difference stems
from the composition of the solid matrix, where in NLCs liquid lipids are used along with
crystalline solid fatty acids to build the core. This compositional difference has resulted in
pronounced differences in EE%, with much higher loading capacity for NLCs. This has been
attributed to the induced imperfections in the NLCs structure arising from the two phased lipids,
as opposed to the more perfectly crystalline SLNs. This allows larger amounts of actives to be
encapsulated within the NLCs. NLCs also exhibit enhancements in stability, also explained by the
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induced imperfections in its core, overcoming the higher tendency to expel the actives.91 This is
illustrated in Figures 10 and 11 below, where the perfectly crystalline matrix of the SLN is shown
to entrap less actives as compared to the less perfect composition of the NLC on the right, as well
as possess higher stability.

Figure 10. Perfectly crystalline SLN (left) vs. the imperfect NLC (right).92

Figure 11. Drug expulsion as a result of polymorphic transition in SLN and unchanged
structure in NLC due to imperfect crystalline structure.14
Similar to the SLNs, there are three types proposed for NLCs depending on the structure of the
matrix:88
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1) Type I, as shown in Figure 11, are similar to the composition of SLNs, but with the addition
of oil to yield an imperfect crystal structure. These induced imperfections in the lattice can
now accommodate a higher capacity of drug. This can be attributed to the varying lengths
of alkyl chains in the fatty acids present and the mixtures of mono-, di-, triacylglycerols
that allows for larger gaps between adjacent molecules. Such structures also possess a
lower tendency for polymorphic transition, and hence impede the process of drug expulsion
over time.88
2) Type II consists of an amorphous structure, resulting from the mix of solid and liquid lipids
that do not recrystallize after homogenization. This is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Amorphous NLC type II model.14

3) Type III, known as the multiple model, is composed of an oil-in-fat-in-water dispersion, as
illustrated in Figure 13. The solid matrix of the NLCs is composed of tiny oil compartments
within where the entrapped drug resides.
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Figure 13. Oil-in-solid fat-in-water (O/F/W) NLC III structure.14

3.3 Vitamin A
Retinoids, also referred to as vitamin A, are an important class of actives necessary for the
healthy functioning of the epithelial tissue, such as the skin, and has been found to be responsible
for the coordination and regulation of important functions such as keratinization and cell division.
They have conveyed control over cell proliferation and differentiation,48 and are reported to
promote epidermis thickening.93 Other important dermal benefits witnessed of vitamin A is their
ability to stimulate fibroblast cells to secrete collagen, elastin and hyaluronic acid, hence acting as
a powerful anti-wrinkle agent.94 This paved the way for their incorporation into many dermatologic
and cosmetic products where they have shown to treat severe skin conditions such as acne,
disorders of keratinization as in psoriasis and ichthyosis, as well as reduce signs of aging.
3.3.1 Chemistry of Retinoids
The chemical structure of vitamin A consists of isoprene units, similar to other vitamins
such as E, K and cholesterol, all categorized as isoprenoids. Just like many essential nutrients,
vitamin A has to be consumed in one’s diet, where it is either derived from retinyl esters in animal
products or synthesized from +-carotene in plants.95 The primary derivative of vitamin A is retinol,
constituting an alcohol group at the end of the hydrocarbon chain, as shown in Figure 14. The
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hydroxyl group can be oxidized to an aldehyde, or to a carboxylic acid, yielding retinal or retinoic
acid, respectively, which are the biologically active derivatives.54 Furthermore, esterification of
retinol with palmitic acid yields RP. Since this organic molecule possess several chirality centers,
optical isomerism results, where the three most common are all-trans-retinol, 11-cis-retinal, and
13-cis-retinoic acid, which has the generic name of isotretinoin, an anti-acne drug.96

Figure 14. Various forms of Retinoids.

3.3.2 Photodecomposition of Retinoids
Albeit its effective use as a cosmetic active agent, vitamin A’s chemical instability makes
it easily prone to oxidation,97 along with its pronounced irritation to the skin when directly
applied,98 limiting its potential in topical therapeutic applications. A more stable, esterified, form
of retinol, namely: RP, has shown lower irritancy, and hence higher acceptability by consumers.50
RP, however, follows an indirect path for therapy. Upon skin absorption, RP must be first
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converted to retinol by enzyme hydrolysis, cleaving the ester linkage,50 and by further oxidative
metabolic action, converted further to retinoic acid, the active that initiates skin therapy.94 The
different derivatives of vitamin A and the reactions required for their conversion is illustrated in
Figure 15 and 16. RP, as with other forms of retinoids, can be further stabilized, and made available
for skin absorption by incorporation within a nano-vehicle as in SLNs and NLCs.98 Furthermore,
RP has been reported to have an increased entrapment in SLN vehicles compared to other more
polar derivatives, namely retinol and retinoic acid.46

Figure 15. The Mode of Reaction in Retinoid derivatives Interconversion.99
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Figure 16. RP metabolism in Epidermis through Enzymatic action.99
The chemical instability of retinoids is highly dependent upon the conditions of the
formulation such as type of solvent, temperature, and availability of oxygen. In general, photoinduced reactions of retinoids take place via several routes, including isomerization,
polymerization, oxidation, or degradation, depending on the surrounding environmental stimuli.
These may include the type of carrier, concentration of the retinoid, energy and amount of
radiation, and nature of surrounding species as in impurities or other excipients.100
3.4 PP Oil
PP (Opuntia ficus indica L) is a tropical or subtropical plant originally grown in South
America and cultivated in dry regions as an important nutrient and food source.101 The seed oil
properties of PP fruits were investigated during the maturation period.102 The seeds and pulp were
also compared in terms of oil composition.2 In addition, researchers have agreed that PP seed oil
was rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids. A study was executed to study the nutritive value and
chemical composition of PP seeds growing in Turkey.103 A Multi-ingredient fruit such as PP holds
promising answers for tailor-made nutraceuticals and functional foods by embracing essential
ingredients, such as taurine, amino acids, readily absorbable carbohydrates, minerals, vitamin C
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and soluble fibers.104 From a study conducted to determine some of the mineral contents of PP
seeds, it was found that many important minerals such as Ca, K, Mg and P were present at high
level.103
The fatty acid (FA) composition of PP seed oils was assessed by Monia, Evelyne Laurence
and Hamadi, for two species of PP from Tunisia.56 The analysis took place using GC-MS after
derivatization of the FA by methylation to yield their respective esters. The four major FA found
in both species were palmitic, stearic, oleic, and to a higher extent, linoleic acid, making up almost
70% of the total oil content. The rich FA composition of PP oil allows for their use as a valuable
nutritive source, one of which possesses an economic value in regions where they could be
effectively cultivated.
The characterization of phenolic compounds in PP seed oils as well as fatty acid content
was carried out in a collaborative study between the University of Bejaia in Algeria and two other
institutions in France, namely University of Bordeaux, and University of Lorraine UMR.57
Phenolic compounds are claimed to exhibit high anti-oxidant activity, which is attributed to their
effectiveness at scavenging free radicals and chelating metal cations involved in the radical
initiation. Therefore, they quench any oxidative stress that could lead to skin aging, or even cancer.
The phenolic extraction from the oil was done by ethanol, and later analyzed using HPLC. The
characterization of the various phenolic forms was carried out using NMR. Antioxidant activity
was evaluated by correlating the quenching of DPPH free radicals with varying amounts of
phenolic content of the extracts. A significant correlation was found between the antioxidant dose
and the free radical activity. Finally, a high composition of linoleic acid in the FA content was
recorded, ranging between 58-63%.
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In a review on PP, El-Mostafa, Kharassi, Badreddine and others illustrated the potential of
the plant in terms of nutrition, health and disease prevention.58 This is attributed to the plant’s rich
composition in polyphenols, vitamins, polyunsaturated fatty acids and amino acids. Biological
activities of various extracts from the plant is claimed to possess anti-inflammatory, antioxidant,
hypoglycemic, antimicrobial and neuroprotective potential. Vitamin K1 and various derivatives of
vitamin E was documented, where 52.5 and 106 mg/ 100 g total is reported, respectively. The
mineral content of the seed oil is also tabulated, with calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium,
iron, phosphorus, zinc, copper and manganese included. Amino acid content is also revealed for
all the 25 various forms, with Glutamic acid being the major form.
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3.5 Principle for the Production of SLNs and NLCs
3.5.1 HPH
The homogenization technique is a fluid mechanical process involving the breaking down
of droplets or particles into smaller sizes in the micro or nano-range, depending on the power of
the equipment.106 It is used in cases where two or more immiscible constituents are needed to be
well mixed in one another to give a homogeneous consistency in the form of a dispersion or
emulsion, where one involves solid particles dispersed in a liquid media and the latter constitutes
liquids only. The need for such consistency is a quality of vital need in the food and cosmetic
industry as it improves not only the aesthetic appeal of the product, but its stability, shelf life,
bioavailability of active constituents, as well as digestion and taste in case of food.
There are two commercial types of HPH, the jet-stream and the piston-gap based
homogenizer. In the case of the jet-stream set up, the breaking of the macroparticles or droplets
coming in from the suspension takes place by the shear momentum of two high velocity streams.
As for the piston-gap, it is the same set up of the instrument used at EVA factory, where the high
pressure induced when the macro-suspension enters the narrow gap of a few millimeters allows
for their diminution.54
3.5.2 Principle for Quantifying Amount of RP Loaded in SLN/NLC Formula
A means to separate nanoparticles suspended in a fluid can be strenuous due to their
extremely small particle size. Various methods have been adopted for separation, such as
chromatography55, precipitation,110 solvent extraction,111 and ultra-centrifugation.51,46 A technique
that has proven to be efficient is physical separation by ultra-filteration.112 This technique is based
on separating molecules or small particles (micro or nano), by the use of a polymeric membrane
with a tunable pore size, such as polyethersulfones.113 Species larger than the pore size will be
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retained on the surface, and not within the porous polymer framework as in the case of microporous
membranes.
There are many advantages for using ultra-filtration compared to other non-membrane processes,
which include:112
•

Molecules are handled more gently, hence less damage is incurred as a result

•

Does not interfere chemically with the system being processed; does not induce changes in
the ionic or pH environment

•

Relatively rapid, inexpensive, and efficient

3.6 UV-vis Spectroscopy
Spectrophotometry is an invaluable tool in both quantitative and qualitative molecular
analysis. The main underlying principle behind this technique entails an irradiating beam
pertaining to a particular region in the electromagnetic spectrum where, depending on its nature,
will induce a particular excitation in the sample. These excitations can be rotational in case of
microwave, vibrational in case of Infrared, or electronic in case of UV-visible radiation.114 These
excitations are translated to an absorption in the spectrum at a wavelength intrinsic to the nature
of the molecule in the sample.
3.6.1 Beer-Lambert Law
A means to quantify the spectrum pattern of a particular molecular specie is by applying
the Beer-Lambert Law.115 This mathematical relation depicts the basic and direct relationship
between the extent of absorption of the system with the number of absorbing species present, and
their inherent capacity to absorb efficiently, at a particular wavelength. The amount of molecules
present is related to the molar concentration, c, as for the molecule’s efficiency at absorbing, it is
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referred to as the molar absorptivity, /, a constant at a particular '()* for a specific type of
molecule. The equation is as follows:116
1 = 345

67
6

= 89:

Equation 1

where A is the absorbance, ;< is the incident beam on sample cell, ; the emerging beam, and = the
length of the sample cell (in cm).
3.6.2 Instrumentation
The basic set up for any spectrophotometer constitutes an energy radiating source,
monochromator, and detector.115 In the case of a UV spectrophotometer, the energy source is
usually a deuterium lamp, which radiates energy in the UV regions. As for the monochromator, it
is a device used to resolve the impinging polychromatic beam into its various components, which
is then directed to the sample cell by a series of slits.116 The instrument can be tuned to generate
monochromatic light with various wavelength to hit the sample. The emerging beam from the
sample cell then hits the detector, generating the absorption spectrum. The types of detectors
include photomultiplier or photodiode.116
Furthermore, there are two different set-ups for the UV-vis spectrophotometer, one that
entails a single beam radiating one sample cell compartment, and the other that constitutes two
cell compartments with a preceded splitting of the beam by mirrors. In the case of the latter, it
allows for more rapid measurements to be pursued due to the simultaneous measurement of the
blank reference solvent and sample.117 A schematic representation of the composition of both types
of spectrophotometers is shown in Figure 17 below. For the purpose of the work conducted for
this thesis, both types were used, where the double beam was used to give an absorption pattern
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over a wider range of wavelengths for the excipients involved in the formula, and the single beam
used for assessing the EE% of RP.

(a)

(b)

Figure 17. (a) Single beam and (b) double beam Spectrophotomers.118
3.7 Chromatography
Another major technique used in characterizing the various formulations of NLC/SLN was
chromatography, namely Liquid Chromatography. The basic idea behind this technique is
separating the various constituents of a mixture according to their varying affinity to a stationary
phase, typically packed in a column, and the eluting solvent, representing a mobile phase, which
can be either gas or liquid.119
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3.7.1 Liquid Chromatography
The mode most commonly used for the purpose of pharmaceutical studies, including this research,
is the reversed phase Chromatography, that includes a non-polar column, which in case of this
project, was octadecyl silane (ODS). The mechanism of interaction is based on adsorption. This
allows for the analyte molecules to interact with the functional groups previously grafted on the
silica column. The retention time increases with increasing hydrophobicity of the constituents,
where aliphatic compounds are found to be the best retained, and carboxylic acids the least, due to
their polar acidic functional group that elutes faster with a like-wise polar mobile phase.120
Some of the advanced instruments in column chromatography, that are also used in this
project, are High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) and Ultra Pressure Liquid
Chromatography (UPLC).121 The only difference between the two is that the latter uses a more
powerful pressure pump that reduces the relative retention time, and thus data are acquired more
rapidly. The main components of both devices include an eluent, reservoir, a high or ultra-high
pressure pump, a sample injector, the column which consists of the stationary phase, a detector
and recorder.120 The detector used for both HPLC and UPLC was UV-visible spectrophotometer
3.8 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
DSC is a technique developed to assess the heat dependent conformational transitions of a
material, against temperature. The setup includes a sample and reference cell, where the difference
between the energy inflow as a function of temperature is plotted. The temperature of both the
reference and sample cell are adjusted until identical, using energy in the form of power input.
This energy difference inputted is quantified and can depict enthalpy or heat capacity changes of
the sample relative to the reference.122
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Figure 18. Double Furnace DSC.123
3.8.1 Data Analysis in DSC
The thermogram, specifically endotherm, retrieved from the DSC gives valuable
information concerning the transition of the sample, which in the case of the project may be
crystalline, depending on the formula, to an amorphous liquid (TSàTL). The maximum height of
the transition is labelled Tm, and the temperature at which this transition is half complete is
denoted T1/2. The thermal induced conformational changes and phase transitions can be quantified
in relation to their temperature dependence by integrating the area under the peak, to give the
enthalpy change, DH.124 In cases of lipids, the temperature of transition represents the change from
a crystalline-like ordered gel to a disordered fluid like state. Conformational changes that follows
the transition include an all trans hydrocarbon arrangement to a less ordered gauge conformation.
The higher the saturation level and chain length of the lipids, the higher is the enthalpy values
needed for the transition to occur. Thus, the inherent structure of the lipids is pivotal in marking
such a transition. Furthermore, the sharpness of the peak is relative to the purity of the lipid phase,
where the sharper the peak means the purer the phase.124
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Figure 19. DSC Endotherm. 124
3.9 Electron Microscopy (SEM & TEM)
Unlike conventional light microscopes, electron microscopes use a beam of electrons to
analyze the features of a sample. Another difference is that images acquired from electron
microscopes must be produced under a vacuum, since any gas particles present can hinder the
electron beam movement. This use of electrons instead of light is due to the fact that the former,
when accelerated to a high velocity, according to the de Broglie equation below, will possess a
shorter wavelength than that of light.75 Moreover, the smaller the wavelength of the interacting
radiation, the clearer the details and resolution of the projected image. The interaction between the
electron and the surface of the solid sample gives information on the external morphology,
topography, its chemical composition, and arrangement of atoms in the framework
(crystallinity).76
>=

?
@
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Equation 2

3.9.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
When an electron hits the surface of a solid sample, it can interact with the sample in
different ways, and depending on whether the collision is elastic or inelastic, gives different
signals.77 The most abundant signal produced is that pertaining to inelastic collisions, where the
electron loses some of its initial kinetic energy to the sample, ejecting a weakly bound electron
that will hit the detector, to give information concerning the sample’s topography. This ejected
electron is called the secondary electron (SE), whose signal produces the SEM images, reflecting
both topography and morphology of the sample surface. In case of the less frequent elastic
collisions, backscattered electrons (BSE) possessing the same initial kinetic energy, but traversing
a different path, can give an indication to the composition of the sample as their number is
proportional to the atomic number of the sample.77,78 The heavier the atom is, the brighter they
will appear on the SEM image. Other signals that can be detected include diffracted backscattered
electrons, which can give information on crystal structure of the sample, characteristic X-ray
photons for elemental analysis, Auger electrons, cathodoluminescence, and heat.
A.

Instrument
•

The components of a SEM include the following parts, as shown in Figure 20:

•

Electron Source (“Gun”)

•

Electron Lenses used to focus electron beam using either electric or magnetic fields

•

Detector specific to the signal being examined, with at least secondary electron detector,
and possibly an added scintillator for BSE, Energy Dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS)
for X-ray photons.

•

Display

•

Infrastructure Regiments:
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•

Power Supply

•

Vacuum System

•

Cooling System

•

Vibration-free floor

•

Room free of ambient magnetic and electric fields

The sample must be dry, and conductive, with non-conducting material being sputtered with a
conducting metal, such as gold, prior to analysis.

Figure 20. Schematic illustration of an SEM device.129
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B. Advantages
SEM can produce a 3D image of the sample with rapid data acquisition. It gives a deep insight
into the sample from different perspectives such as topography, morphology, crystallinity, and
chemical composition.
C. Limitations
The regiments employed on the sample to be detected by SEM are extensive. Firstly,
samples must be solid and small enough to fit into the microscope chamber, with a horizontal
dimension in the order of 10 cm and height not exceeding 40 mm.127 The sample must also be
stable in high vacuum and low pressure environment that could reach up to 10-6 Torr.127 Also,
elemental analysis using EDS detectors is limited to heavier atoms, where atoms with atomic
numbers less than that of carbon will not produce a readable signal. The ability for the probing
electron to penetrate the sample is limited in case of dense specimens with atoms of high atomic
number as more frequent collisions result that prevents the electrons from going more in depth.
Although increasing the voltage of the accelerating electrons can increase their chance to go deeper
into the sample, the resulting image acquired will be of a poorer resolution.130
3.9.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
In TEM microscopy, a beam of electrons is transmitted through an ultra-thin specimen,
interacting with the specimen as it passes through. The electron-sample interaction as the beam is
shone through gives an image that is first magnified and focused before hitting the sensor of the
detector.131 Similar to an SEM, the TEM provides information concerning the morphology,
composition and crystallinity of the specimen.87 Unlike an SEM, however, the image is in two
dimension, and hence does not depict topographic details as realistically as the former, albeit the
latter’s superior capability in magnification and higher resolution.
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A. The Components of a TEM Consist of the Following Parts
•

An electron source

•

Electromagnetic lenses: condensing lenses used to focus the electron beam onto sample,
and objective land projector lens to later magnify and delivery beam to the fluorescent
screen.

•

Fluorescent screen that uses cathodoluminacence, derived from the visible light emitted
when the electron beam impacts a photographic film, or charge coupled device (CCD). 131

B. TEM Imaging
The set-up of the instrument is similar to an optical microscope, with alternative sources
for the same features, such as an electron beam instead of a visible beam, electromagnetic lens
instead of glass lenses, and a fluorescent screen instead of an eyepiece, as shown in Figure 21
below. The image projected onto the screen can be manipulated by changing either the speed of
the electrons, which is related to its wavelength, or the strength of the electromagnetic field of the
lenses. The lighter areas in TEM images reflect regions of lower density, unlike the case of SEM
images where brighter parts correlate with elements of higher atomic number.132
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Figure 21. Diagrammatic representation of TEM.132
C. Advantages and Limitations
TEM images can give high-quality and detailed images of the specimen, with information
including elemental composition and crystallinity. The magnification of TEM can reach the scale
of 1 nm, giving a more elaborate and finely defined image to SEM.133 However, TEM gives black
and white 2-D images, at a much higher expense to SEM. Furthermore, the type of sample, and
sample preparation is laborious. The samples need to possess certain properties as electron
transparency, stability under vacuum chamber, and non-conductivity.
3.10 Vertical Diffusion Cell (VDC)
The VDC, also known as FDC, is an apparatus set-up widely used in the pharmaceutical
industry to test the drug release kinetic profile of semisolid formulations. The basic features of the
cell include a donor and receptor compartment with membrane sandwiched in the middle. The
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formula is added to the donor area, where the drug can then permeate through the membrane into
the receptor media. Aliquots are withdrawn either manually, or in the case of this project,
automatically, every set interval of time. A critical requirement in the sampling process is the
expulsion of air bubbles, as the creation of bubbles can cause adversely skew test results as they
adhere to the membrane, interfering with the membrane-liquid interface.134
The basic features of the VDC automated sampling equipment is described in Figure 22
below. This includes six VDC placed on a plate with magnetic stirrers, a circulating waterbath that
allows for thermostatic control, and a deaerated replacement media for the receptor
compartment.134

Figure 22. Automated VDC set-up.134
3.11 Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS)
PCS is a technique used to assess the size of particles in a dispersion, and the homogeneity
of their size distribution, namely their PDI.135 The theory behind the method of the device employs
the determination of the Brownian motion of the particles, which is dependent upon their
hydrodynamic diameter.136 This can be explained by the diffusion velocity of particles with respect
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to their size, as larger particle tend to diffuse slower than relatively smaller ones. The set up as
shown in Figure 23 below includes a laser, a thermostated sample compartment, and a
photomultiplier for detecting the scattered lights at a specific angle. A monochromatic laser light
is shone onto the sample cell with the suspension, while the particles are exhibiting Brownian
motion, and the reflected intensity will undergo a Doppler shift as a result. This change in the
frequency of the light is then correlated to the particle size distribution.

Figure 23. Schematic diagram of a typical PCS device: (1) laser (2) focusing lens (3) cuvette
(4) detector.70
3.12 ZP
It is the potential difference between the mobile dispersion medium and the stationary layer
of the dispersion medium forming a double layer at the interface of the dispersed particle.137 Any
recorded electric potential for the lipidic nano-carriers can be attributed to the surface charge of
the particle, possibly from adsorbed ions or the chemical nature of the surfactants, along with the
surrounding media.70,138 This surface charge induces electrostatic repulsion between the dispersed
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particles, and can hence influence the stability by impeding their aggregation. The change in
velocity and direction of the lipid nanocarriers as a result of applied electric field is measured and
correlated to their respective ZP values.136
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Chapter 4
Materials and Methods
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4.1 Materials
4.1.1 Solid Lipid: Emulium® Kappa2
It is a natural o/w emulsifier product made in France, donated by GattefossA. No additional
purification was required. It constitutes a mixture of lipids, derived from natural waxes of
Candelilla, Rice bran, and Jojoba Polyglyceryl-3 Esters. The waxes are hydrophilized by
transesterification with Polyglycerol-3, due to the hydrophilic character of the latter alchohol,
giving a self-emulsifying ester, with surfactant properties.82 Other ingredients added include
Glyceryl Stearate, Sodium Stearoyl Lactylate, which are ester salts, and Cetearyl Alcohol, all
contributing to the emulsifying capacity of the mix.139,140
4.1.2 Liquid Lipid: PP Oil
PP oil (Croda.), required no additional purification. In case of NLCs, an oil component was
needed to be added to the solid lipid mix. PP oil is composed of a variety of fatty acid, both
saturated and unsaturated, with the main component being linoleic acid, also known as omega-6,
making almost 60% of all the fatty acid composition.141
4.1.3 Surfactants
A. BrijTM S721
BrijTM S721 (Croda, purity<99.5%). Also known as Steareth-21, it is a non-ionic ether
surfactant of polyethylene glycol and Stearyl alcohol, as shown in Figure 24 below.142,143 It has a
Hydrophilic/Lipophilic balance (HLB) value of 15.5.144 It is solid at room temperature.

Figure 24. Brij 721 Surfactant chemical structure.8
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B. Phospholipon 90 G
Phospholipon 90G (Lipoid GmbH, purity 96.9%). The main component is
Phosphatidylcholine, which is naturally found in soy lecithin.145,146
4.1.4 Preservatives
Tristat, which is sodium dehydroacetate (TRI-K, purity >98%)
4.1.5 Vitamin A
Vitamin A- Palmitate derivative RP (Sigma Aldrich, purity£100%)
4.1.6 Other Materials
Other materials used for the analysis included Ethanol (ROAJ, purity 96%), Isopropyl Alcohol
(Lee Chang Yung Chemical, purity <99%) from , Methanol (Sigma Aldrich, HPLC grade) from
Honeywell, and Glycerol (Piochem).

4.2 Equipment
1. Homogenizers:
There are two types of homogenizers involved in the production of SLN/NLC. The first
one is the lab dispersing device, IKA T25 Ultra-Turrax® Disperser, operating at speeds reaching
24´103 rpm. This device is used to emulsify the melted lipid and aqueous phase together after
heating them up until the lipid phase melts46, following the hot homogenization technique.
The second, is the high- pressure homogenizer, EmulsiFlex-05 Avestin Inc. (Canada), with
a pressure that can reach up to 2500 bar. It consists of a piston-gap, where the high pressure induced
when the macrosuspension enters the narrow gap of a few millimeters allows for their diminution.
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2. UV-vis Spectrophotometer, Jenway 6305, was used in the quantitative determination of RP
in the carriers
3. An incubator shaker (Fisher Scientific), was used for the incubation of the formulations in
the in-vitro set-up.
4. HPLC-PDA detector (Waters) was used for all analysis of RP content for in-vitro and exvivo release. A C18 column XTerra (3.9×100 mm) was used for the separation, with
methanol as the mobile phase.
5. A Hanson Vertical FDC Vision® MicroetteTM Automated Test System was used for the
ex-vivo permeation studies.
6. A Christ Alpha 2-4 LDplus lyophilizer was used to lypholize the samples prior to DSC
measurements.
7. A Perkin Elmer Diamond DSC with autosampler (Hyper DSCTM) using Pyris software
was used to study the thermal behavior of the lypholized lipidic-carriers.
8. Dynamic light scattering (Microtrac, NIKKISO Group, USA) is used for measurement of
the average diameters of the particles in the suspension.
9. The ZP of the lipid nanoparticles was measured using a Malvern Zetasizer Nanoseries
ZS90.
10. SEM images were obtained by two instruments, a JEOL 5200 Japan (2000), using Sema
Four Software, and a Thermo ScientificTM QuantaTM Field Emission Gun (FEG)-250.
11. TEM images were obtained using a JEOL JEM-2010 USA instrument.
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4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Production of Lipid carriers
The method employed in the development of both the SLN/NLC was the hot
homogenization procedure described in several review articles.11,32 The method entailed the
following steps:
1. The Aqueous was prepared by adding a fixed amount of Tristat, namely 0.6% of the total
suspension, which is soluble in water.
2.

Lipid phase consists of the Emulium Kappa2, Lecithin, Brij 721 and PP oil in case of NLC.

3. The two phases were heated to 70°C until the lipids were melted.
4. RP was then added into the lipid melt so as to prevent overexposure of the RP to heat,
keeping the melt immersed in hot water beaker to prevent recrystallization, and making
sure the temperature does not exceed 65°C to prevent the degradation of RP.148
5. The hot lipid melt is then dispersed into the hot aqueous solution which was maintained at
the same temperature, using the Ultra-Turrax homogenizer, at 21×10F rpm for one minute.
6. The premix is then passed through a high-pressure homogenizer, where three cycles were
performed at 1500 bar.149
7. The dispersion is then rapidly cooled in an ice bath at a temperature of 4°C for 1 hour to
promote the crystallization of the lipids into spheres, by thermal shock, c.25,150
8. The difference in composition between the NLC and SLN was achieved by substituting the
same percentage liquid oil phase, namely PP oil, with solid lipid Emulium Kappa2 for the
latter lipid nano-carrier.41
9. The dispersions were stored in dark glass bottles that were hermitically sealed.
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4.3.2 Optimizing the formula for NLC using a 23 Factorial Design of Experiment
Since the SLN/NLC carriers are affected by the composition of all the excipients, which
include surfactant, lipid, and drug, a way to optimize the formulation in terms of controlled release,
high EE%, particle size homogeneity, and high skin permeation, a 23-factorial design was used to
design the experiment from the start. The three factors varied in this work include the surfactant
system composition, liquid oil (PP seed oil), and drug (RP) amounts. Each of the three factors had
two levels. The chosen factors varied were based on previous literature reviews reporting a
correlation between the constituting lipidic phase and surfactants composition on the assessed
parameters.27,37 As for the chosen levels of each factor, they are based on guidance from
preliminary work conducted at EVA. The design of experiment using a 23-factorial design varies
every one of the three factors by two levels, and produces a series of combinations, where for this
specific design 8 trials were ensued. The responses considered for every trial includes EE%,
particle size, PDI index, ZP and total in-vitro release. This design aimed to give the best
combination of factors for the NLC carrier, using the SLN as the control, in terms of highest EE%,
lowest PDI and particle and highest release. Statistical analysis using one-way ANOVA also
allows for determining any correlation among the factors.
4.3.3 Factorial 23 Design for Factors X1-3
Factorial design is an experimental design that involves several factors, where each is
varied at only two levels. These levels can be either quantitative or qualitative. For this work the
23 design entailed changing the quantitative factors of the constituting ingredients of the NLCs, for
the 8 formulations that followed the design (23 = 8). In order for this design to be applied, three
assumption must be validated: (1) the factors are fixed, (2) the designs are completely randomized,
and (3) the residuals are normally distributed. Furthermore, the advantage of this design is that it
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allows for the smallest number of runs to be studied. Therefore, in cases as this, it is optimal for
screening the factors in a system.
The analysis procedure for the factorial design includes first (1) estimating the factor
effects, followed by (2) formulating a model, then (3) testing the model using analysis of variance
(ANOVA) techniques, and finally (4) refining the model by omitting the insignificant terms.151
The residuals should be analyzed graphically to confirm the assumptions required for ANOVA,
such as their normality and independence. These validations will be provided in the appendix for
reference, as they do not contribute to the analysis of the results. Moreover, there are seven degrees
of freedom between the eight treatment combinations in the 23 design. Three degrees of freedom
are associated with the main effects of A, B, and C. The remaining four are associated with
interactions amongst the factors, such as AB, AC, BC and ABC. The design matrix and the
geometric view of the 23-factorial design is shown in the Figure 25.

Figure 25. The 23 factorial design.151
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The statistics software used to compute all the required values is Design-Expert.
The ANOVA is retrieved for all the factors of significance, and a regression model is then derived.
The general form of the model is:
G = H7 + HJ KJ + HL KL + HM KM + HJL KJL + HJM KJM + HLM KLM + HJLM KJLM

Equation 3.

For the purpose of this experiment, NO , NP and NF are the coded variables that represents the
composition of RP, surfactant to solid lipid ratio, and PP oil composition, respectively. The
regression coefficient for each variable, +, is calculated by the software and assessed to be
statistically significant or not by the F-test carried out in the ANOVA. The first line in the ANOVA
is an overall summary of the full model that consists of all the main effects and interactions. The
F-test for the overall model is judged significant if at least one of the regression coefficients (+)
are non-zero. The chosen significance level for this case was chosen to be at 10%.
The three factors and two levels for each are as follows:
X1: vitamin A%
+ = 5% - = 2.5%
X2: surfactant to solid lipid ratio
+ = Kappa2 (5%) Brij721 (4%) - = K (4%) B(5%)
X3: PP oil
+ = 5% - = 2.5%
The composition of the 8 formulations based on the combination of the three factors, each varied
at two levels, is listed in the table 1 below, where the only two constituents that remained constant
are the Phospholipon 90G at 0.5%, and Tristate at 0.6%.
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Table 1. NLC Formulations Composition, %
Trial no. for
NLCs

T1 (--+)

T2 (+--)

T3 (-+-)

T4 (+++)

T5 (---)

T6 (++-)

T7 (+-+)

T8 (-++)

2.5

5

2.5

5

2.5

5

5

2.5

PP oil

5

2.5

2.5

5

2.5

2.5

5

5

Emulium
Kappa2

4

4

5

5

4

5

4

5

Brij 721

5

5

4

4

5

4

5

4

82.4

82.9

84.9

79.9

84.9

82.4

79.9

82.4

Vitamin A

Water

The SLN formulation had a slightly different composition, where the amount of solid lipid was
increased to substitute for the missing oil component in the NLCS:
Table 2. SLN Composition
SLN

%

Vitamin A

5

Phospholipon

0.5

Emulium Kappa2

10

Brij 721

4

Tristat

0.6

Water

84.9
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All percentage compositions were carried out weight/weight, where the final was 50g, about 50
mL of SLN/NLC dispersion.

4.4 Characterization
4.4.1 EE%
SLN/NLC particles were all greater than 100 nm, so a 100kDa molecular weight cut off (MWCO)
was suitable, as it is equivalent to a membrane pore size of 10 nm. About 0.1g SLNA was
accurately weighed directly into a clean Eppendorf, and diluted to 1 g with distilled HPLC water.
Another 0.1g of the diluted SLNA was added directly into Pall Nanosep® with omega membrane
(100 kDa) Eppendorf. Nanosep was inserted into a Scilogex D2012 centrifuge device for 15 mins
at rpm 14000. The water came through the filter and the concentrate particles remained in the filter
compartment. 0.5 mL of IPA was added volumetrically using a micropipette with slight shaking.
A second round of centrifuge so that the IPA dissolves the NLCs and releases the unentrapped
V.A was ensued. Finally, the IPA was diluted 100 folds in triplicates, and measured using UV-vis
Spectrophotometry.
The EE% of RP was quantified using previously prepared calibrations of RP in IPA, using
a UV-vis spectrophotometer. The absorbance of the dissolved SLN/NLCs carriers in IPA from the
previous step was substituted in the linear equation of the calibration curve. IPA was used as blank.
In order to confirm that none of the excipients of the formula absorb, a formula of NLC without
vitamin A was done and the same procedure applied to it. The following was the equation used to
calculate the EE%:
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Equation 4

where _`a`b`)c de is the mass of the total amount of RP present in the diluted sample of the
dispersion, and _fabg)hhfi de is the mass of the RP detected in the NLC carriers after separating
them from aqueous dispersion medium.
4.4.2 In-vitro Release
The dialysis bag was a cellophane membrane, Spectra Por® (Spectrum Medical Inc. USA)
The membrane molecular weight cut off is in the range of 12-14 kD. The membrane was cut into
10 cm for each replicate, where they were first pre-soaked in distilled water to soften and open up.
The bottom was tightly tight into a knot. 5 mg of V.A was added into the dialysis membrane from
the top opening and sealed by folding thrice with attachment of a firm metal paper clip.
The following were the calculations for the amounts of formula used in the set-up:
For formulations with 5% V.A:
100 jk lm nop & por ×0.05 = 5 jk u. v
For formulations with 2.5% V.A:
200 jk lm por ×0.025 = 5 jk u. v
In order to achieve sink conditions, a minimum of 36.5 mL solution medium is required to dissolve
15 mg of the V.A. An approximate value of 50 mL ethanol/glycerol media was taken, and
measured accurately using a 25mL pipette.
Two preliminary tests were conducted to confirm the validity of the method. The first was to
measure the total release of a known concentration of RP solution in ethanol glycerol in the dialysis
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bag, after 24 hours. The aim was to see if the membrane allows for the release of the RP to a great
extent (>90%), without acting as a barrier that could be a limiting factor in the experiment.
The other experiment was to test the stability of the RP in the solvent at the same conditions of the
experiment, incubated for 24 hours. A change in the initial concentration means that the RP has
degraded, and the results will then have to be normalized accordingly.
Sampling for the in-vitro release of the formulas:
2 mL samples were withdrawn from the solution outside the membrane bag at the following
intervals: 0.5h 1 h 2h 4h 6h 8h 12h 24h, which were then replaced with fresh media
maintained at the same temperature inside the incubator as that of the set up. An incubator shaker
was used where the temperature was adjusted to 37°C and shaking at 144 oscillations per minute.
The receptor media was a mixture of glycerol in ethanol in 2:8 ratio as adopted from the study
conducted by Ro et al..93
The samples were then analyzed using HPLC. The flow rate was 2 mL/minute, injection volume
50 &L, run time 5.0 mins, and RP retention time was in the range of 3.8-3.9 mins. RP was detected
at '()* = 326 nm.
4.4.3 Ex-Vivo Release
Rat skin was used as natural membrane for measuring the permeation of RP across the skin
barrier. The rats weighed from 250-350g. A depilatory cream was first applied on the skin for hair
removal, and then the rats were sacrificed. The skin was de-fattened using ether. The skin was then
put in a saline medium, with the SC facing up, and store in the freezer until use.
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A vertical FDC set up with automated sampling was used. The excised rat skin was placed
in the donor compartment, with its SC facing up. The receptor media was the same as that for the
in-vitro (glycerol in ethanol, 2:8), where every cell contained 7mL. The diffusion cells were
maintained at a temperature of 37°C, with constant stirring at 600 rpm.
1 g of suspension of the two formulas with highest in-vitro release (T2 and T6) were placed on the
donor cell, and 2mL samples was withdrawn at predetermined time intervals (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12,
24h), where an equivalent amount of medium, maintained at 37°C was replaced. The samples
withdrawn where then filtered through 0.22 µm filters and analyzed using HPLC. After the
incubation, much of the formula still remained on the surface, showing an infinite dosing set up
where the dose applied is no longer a limiting factor.152 This was the case presented in one study
used as reference for this procedure, by Teixeira et al., where the dose applied was not listed as a
factor, as opposed to a finite dosing set-up conducted by Jenning et al. in their permeation
study.48,44
4.4.4 RP Penetration Studies
The amounts of RP left behind in the SC, and deeper in the dermis and epidermis section were
quantified by a similar procedure to that reported in a study conducted by Teixeira et al. on the
permeation of RP in nano-polymeric capsules.48 The following was carried out:
•

For the SC, the skins used for the in-vitro release after 24 hour incubation were gently dried
with cotton swabs and then taped 20 times.153 The tape used was tesa film, 19 mm wide.
The tapes were immersed in 10 mL methanol for extraction of the RP. The sample was
then put in an ultra-sonic bath for 30 minutes at 40°C, vortexed for 3 minutes and finally
filtered through 0.22 &j filters to be analyzed using HPLC.
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•

For the epidermis/dermis section, the remaining skin that had its SC taped off, was cut into
small pieces, 2-4 mm each, using a scissor, and added to 30 mL methanol which were then
homogenized using Ultra-Terrax homogenizer at 8000 rpm for 4 minutes. The extract RP
solution was then filtered through 0.22 µm filters to be analyzed using HPLC.

4.4.5 DSC Thermal Analysis
Thermal behavior of the samples and pure solid lipids were investigated using DSC. DSC
thermograms were conducted on the pure solid lipids (Kappa2 and Phospholipon 90G) and all the
lyophilized suspensions. Approximately 10 mg sample were weighed into hermetic crimp
aluminum pan that are then sealed. An empty pan was used as a reference. The temperature rate
increase was 10°C/min with a temperature range of 0-200°C, heated under N2 gas, as adopted from
Akbari et al. in their characterization of SLNs.154
4.4.6 Particle Size Analysis
The samples were diluted 10 folds with distilled water to prevent multiple scattering. A
refractive index of 1.33 was used for the fluid characteristics, with a temperature range from 2030°C. The instrument gave the average hydrodynamic diameter of the particles and the PDI to
assess the homogeneity of the particle size distribution in the dispersion.
4.4.7 ZP
A dilution factor of 10 was ensued on the formulations prior to the analysis of their ZP.
4.4.8 Stability of RP in NLC
The stability of the control RP in the stock solution, and an RP loaded NLC carrier, namely T4,
was investigated. Both were incubated at a temperature of 25°C for 38 days, and four samples
were collected at time 48 hr, 120 hr, 216 hr, and 456 hr.43 The amounts of RP in the NLC initially
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was determined by dissolving the dispersion in isopropyl alcohol, and followed by measuring the
content using UPLC. An equivalent amount of the stock solution was then prepared.
4.4.9 SEM Imaging
One drop of the suspension was added onto a slide, and put in a desiccator until the suspension
dried. The lipid carriers were then sputtered with gold, and mounted onto the device. A skin sample
incubated for 5 hours with the drug applied on it in the FDC was also analyzed, where 1 mm of
the skin was cut and sputtered with gold before imaging.
4.4.10 TEM Imaging
The operating voltage was between 80 to 200 kV. The SLN/NLC suspensions were first diluted
10 folds with distilled water. A carbon coated copper grid was then dipped into the diluted
suspension, and allowed to soak for about 3 minutes. It was then removed and moved onto a filter
paper to allow the water to dry out. The grid was then mounted onto a holder and into the TEM
where vacuum was first achieved prior to the viewing of the sample.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
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5. Results and Discussion
5.1 Particle size and PDI analysis
Figure 26 below shows the results for the mean particle size along with the PDI values for
the fresh NLCs and SLN samples. The latter value gives an indication to the homogeneity of the
particle dispersion. In many works reported in the literature, a value of PDI <0.3 is considered to
be pertaining to a narrow distribution size.155,156,157 Only values less than 0.1 are considered
monodisperse, however. The size of the NLC-RP formulations range from 197.6 nm to 240.2 nm.
The variation in particle size for most of the formulations had a PDI <0.3, and can be considered
ideal. The variation in size among the formulations can be attributed to three factors: liquid lipid
amount (PP oil), surfactant composition, and vitamin A amount. The inherent chemical nature of
the lipids and surfactants used, along with their chemical interactions has been reported to affect
the particle size.149 The design of experiment was used to allow for statistical analysis of the results.
The graphs for the variation in particle size is shown in the Figure 27, where the surfactant
composition refers to the surfactant (Brij 721) to solid lipid (Kappa2) ratio, and level 1 implies a
higher surfactant ratio than level 2.
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Figure 26. Particle size and PDI values upon formulation.
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Figure 27. Interaction plots of the factors on Particle Size with (a) high surfactant and (b)
low surfactant to solid lipid ratio showing the trend in formulations with increasing
Vitamin A%.
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The change in the particle size for the 8 formulations is divided into two parts. Figure 27
(a), shows the response of particle size with respect to change in vitamin A and PP oil composition,
fixing the surfactant composition at level 1, which is equivalent to a high surfactant to solid lipid
composition. These formulations (T1, T2, T5 and T7) have a higher amount of surfactant Brij, and
a lower amount of Kappa2, a self-emulsifying solid lipid. In part (b), the response is illustrated for
formulations (T3, T4, T6 and T8) with surfactant composition at a low, when lower amount of
surfactant Brij is compensated by a higher amount of lipid Kappa2. The composition of water in
each formulation was dependent upon the lipids and surfactant composition in each respective
formulation, as it is a mixture based experiment.149 In both Figure 27 (a) and (b), a similar trend is
seen for formulations with higher and lower amounts of PP oil. A lower particle size is seen when
the amount of oil is high (PP oil = 5%), and vitamin A is low (RP = 2.5%). The particle size for
the four formulations (T1, T4, T7 & T8) show an increase with an increasing amount of vitamin
A. This result is reported in several previous works, where an increase in lipid concentration, which
is in this case the RP, is associated with an increase in particle size, keeping all other factors
constant.158,154 The surfactant to lipid ratio was also reported to influence the particle size, where
smaller size is correlated with higher surfactant composition.158,154 This is seen in the results here,
where part (a), with a higher surfactant to solid lipid ratio, shows a relatively smaller particle size
for all four formulations, as compared to part (b). This can be explained by the fact that surfactants
decrease the surface tension between the two interphases, and hence facilitate the formation of
particles with higher surface area and smaller size.159 Surfactant molecules envelope the lipid
droplets, and impede coalescence by steric hindrance, as in this case, or repulsive interactions in
the case of ionic surfactants. The surfactant used here, a polyoxyethylene fatty ether, however, is
nonionic, with a structure given in the Figure 24. The polar head of the ether, which is given by
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the two electronegative oxygens, allows for emulsification in the aqueous dispersing medium, and
the alkyl chain provides steric hindrance between the carriers.
Furthermore, in both part (a) and (b) a larger overall particle size is seen for the 4
formulations T2, T3, T5 and T6. This increase can also be attributed to a less viscous dispersion
as a result of the lower composition of PP oil in all four, leading to a less proper diffusion during
homogenization. This contributes to a larger particle size.149,160 The decrease in particle size as a
result of increasing RP in that case can be attributed to an increased viscosity of the lipidic active’s
low melting point.158
T3 has shown a relatively significant polydispersity in particle size, which can be attributed
to its high solid lipid content with respect to all other factors. This highly viscous lipid could have
diffused slowly, allowing time for flocculation of particles into larger aggregates prior to
stabilization by surfactant absorption on their surface.159 T1, on the other hand, had a lower viscous
lipidic phase, due to the high amount of PP oil with respect to the solid lipid. This change in
composition was reflected in its much smaller particle size, and PDI index, which can also be
attributed to the stabilization of the higher surfactant to lipid ratio of the formulation.
The SLN showed the highest particle size and PDI, which can be assumed to be due to the
poor solubility of the RP since there was no PP oil to solubilize it. This could lead to limited
diffusion of the lipids at the interface, resulting in a poorly, highly polysdispersed dispersion.158
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Figure 28. Interaction plots of the factors on PDI with (a) low PP oil% and (b) high PP
oil% showing the trend in formulations with increasing Vitamin A%.
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Figure 28 (a) and (b) show the effects of the factors on the PDI response for the 8 NLC
formulations. As can be seen in part (a), a change was recorded with variations in composition as
opposed to part (b). In part (a), formula T3 and T6 both had a low surfactant to solid lipid ratio
and high PP oil amount. The only factor that changed was the composition of vitamin A, which
led to a decrease in PDI with the increase in its concentration. The decrease in PDI could also be
related to the change in viscosity of the lipid phase, which becomes more viscous with the increase
of the oily RP, facilitating diffusion into the aqueous melt and thus resulting in a more effective
homogenization. T5, on the other hand, showed the lowest PDI, which could be attributed to its
low composition of all three lipidic constituents, that could be more easily dispersed in the aqueous
medium. An increase in only the vitamin A composition in T2 shows a significant increase in PDI.
This could be due to insufficient lipids, both solid and liquid, to form NLCs, allowing for the
formation of other colloidal carriers such as micelles and liposomes.32 In part (b), however, where
all 4 formulations were of a higher composition of PP oil, the change in both vitamin A
composition, and surfactant to lipid ratio (red and green lines), did not show a change in the PDI
for each pair. Formulations T1 and T7 did show a lower PDI compared to T8 and T4, where the
higher surfactant to solid lipid ratio of the former was the key factor in this change. This result
confirms the previous claim on surfactant role in particle size, where T1 and T7 exhibited both the
lowest particle size and PDI, showing an optimized formulation in this respect when surfactant
composition is high relative to the solid lipid. However, this phenomenon is only observed in part
(b), when a high composition of PP oil was used. This means that more than one factor is
responsible for this phenomenon, as the PP oil level is decisive in the trend that follows. One may
conclude that a higher amount of PP oil allows for a lower PDI with increasing surfactant to solid
lipid ratio, since the vitamin is now better solubilized.
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5.1.1 Analysis of Variance for particle size and PDI
Table 3. ANOVA for particle size response

Table 4. ANOVA for PDI response

The chosen level of significance for the purpose of this model was 10%, meaning p<0.10. This
level was chosen based on the chance of random error, that could mount up to 10% due to
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limitations in the experimental set up. The significance of the model implies that at least one of
the three factors have a coefficient different from zero. In the case of the response on particle
size by the 8 formulations, the model is shown to be significant at 10%. Factor A, B, and C stand
for vitamin A, surfactant to lipid ratio, and PP oil composition, respectively. The possible
interaction of any two or three factors together is reported as well (e.g. AB, ABC, etc). In table 3
the two factors that had a significant relative effect at the chosen level of 10%, were that of the
PP oil and the ratio of the surfactant to the solid lipid. This confirms the claims made previously
pertaining to the lower viscosity of the lipid melt and stabilization of the surfactants in achieving
smaller particles. The ANOVA for the PDI, however, showed a higher significance in the
variation among the formulations as a result of changes in the factors. The most significant factor
is the surfactant to solid ratio (surfactant composition), which further confirms the interaction
Figure 28 of the PDI. Vitamin A (A) and PP oil (B) composition were irrelevant in this case.
However, their respective interaction (AB and ABC) were significant.
5.1.2 Regression model for Particle Size
The regression equation for the particle size response includes only the surfactant to solid
lipid ratio and PP oil composition, since the other factors, such as vitamin A % (w/w), had a zero
coefficient. The following is the coded regression equation from Design Expert:
@W]VT9X\ |T}\ = LLÄ. ÉÇ + Ñ. LJÖL − Ñ. L~ÖM

Equation 5.

The R2 of the model gave a value of 0.6406, which is not a good fit. However, a qualitative
interpretation can be deduced from the above equation between the composition in PP oil,
surfactant ratio and predicted particle size. The equation in terms of coded factors can be used to
make predictions about the response for given levels of each factor. By default, the high levels of
the factors are coded as +1 and the low levels are coded as -1. The coded equation is useful for
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identifying the relative impact of the factors by comparing the factor coefficients. From the above
equation, one may see that the absolute value of the coefficients for both factors, áP and áF , are
almost the same. This is expected since their relative p-values was also close, in the previous
ANOVA table 3. Their impact on the particle size response, however, varies with the level chosen.
For instance, when áP and áF are both at level 1, one may substitute for their variables with -1,
which will give a higher particle size in comparison to fixing áP and changing áF to level 2 (+1).
This is clarified in the calculations below:
áP −1 àâä áF (−1):
çàéèêëíA ìêîA = 227.54 + 8.21 −1 − 8.29 −1 = 227.59 âj
áP −1 àâä áF (+1):
çàéèêëíA ìêîA = 227.54 + 8.21 −1 − 8.29 +1 = 211.04 âj
Thus, one may conclude from all the previous graphs, and above equation that in general increasing
surfactant composition with respect to the solid lipid (áP =-1), and incorporating higher amounts
of PP oil (áF =+1), leads to a reduction in the average particle size.
5.1.3 Regression Model for PDI
The regression equation for the PDI response includes the surfactant ratio, áP , its interactions with
vitamin A% (w/w), áOP , and interaction between all three factors, áOPF . The following is the coded
equation that includes all significant factors that affect the PDI:
ZÅ6 = 7. LLJM + 7. 7MMÖL − 7. 7LLÖJ ÖL + 7. 7LÑÄÖJ ÖL ÖM

Equation 6.

The R2 of the model gave a value of 0.8612, which is significantly higher than the value for the
particle size model. This is expected, since the model’s significance was also higher in case of the
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PDI, with a p-value of 0.0344, in comparison to 0.0745 for the particle size model. Furthermore,
from the above equation, the relative significance of áP is the highest, due to its high relative
coefficient’s magnitude.
5.1.4 Validating the Assumption of ANOVA
The validation of the assumptions of the ANOVA are provided in Appendix B for each of
the 5 responses (particle size, PDI, ZP, EE% and in-vitro release). The first two assumptions
include the normality and independence of errors, which is the variation of each value around its
own group mean. This eliminates any bias in the results, which if present, would not allow for the
use of ANOVA claims. The third assumption includes the homogeneity of the variances, where
each group, in this case each of the three factors, must have commons variances among their
respective residuals.151
5.1.5 Stability of NLCs and SLN Formulations based on Particle Size and PDI
The stability of SLN/NLC systems is controlled by two processes related to both the
suspension, and the matrix of the nano-carrier. The former relates to the system’s ability to remain
homogeneously dispersed, where a failure in this aspect results in irreversible particle
coalescence.161 As for the latter, an inherent polymorphic transitioning of the crystalline lipid can
lead to a gelling effect resulting from the network formation of the, now, thermodynamically stable
crystalline forms.41 Hence, the composition of the SLN/NLC is pivotal in optimizing the stability
of the lipidic carriers, as shown in Figure 29, where the stability of the NLCs in this case is shown
to be dependent on the formulation composition.
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Figure 29. Comparison of Particle size and PDI values at t=0 and after 6 weeks.
The SLN has shown better stability in comparison to the less stable NLCs, with much more
pronounced increase in PDI. This is due to the SLN’s immediate particle growth upon formulation,
a tendency of the carrier to form a gel. This phenomenon is previously reported to be one of the
main drawbacks of SLN.37 This can be explained by the lipids’ tendency to transition into a more
stable polymorphic form.136 The lack of an oil component in the SLN allowed for a less stable
polymorph, which prompted an early transitioning of the solid lipid crystals. This transition is
reported to result in a change in the shape of the nanoparticles, from spherical into a platelet-like
forms with higher surface area.162 The TEM image of the SLN, Figure 30, also shows this variation
in particle size.
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Figure 30. TEM image of SLN showing heterogeneous size distribution.
The particle size distribution of all formulations is shown in Figure 32. As can be seen in
the SLN plot, large particles were forming at the onset of the formulation. This could allow for an
Ostwald ripening process to occur, which can be confirmed with the increase in the distribution of
particles with larger sizes, as a consequence of smaller particles dissolving and re-precipitating on
the larger particles.163 This process is thermodynamically driven due to the saving in lattice energy
in larger particles, and reduction in surface energy of the smaller particles by redistributing them
on the former. A similar explanation can be given to T6, which did exhibit a change in viscosity
upon storage, unlike the remainder NLC formulations. However, this increase in viscosity, was
less pronounced for T6, as well as took place at a much slower rate than the SLN. This was
confirmed when withdrawing the dispersion using a micropipette, where less amounts of SLN
were withdrawn in comparison to T6, due to its more condensed gel like structure. A similar
argument could be made when comparing the viscosity of T6 with the remaining NLC
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formulations. An SEM image showing the variation in particle size for T6 is shown in Figure 31
below.

Figure 31. SEM image of T6.
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Figure 32. Particle size distribution of NLCs/SLN at (a) t=0 and (b) t=6 weeks.
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The formulations that showed a relatively higher stability based on their ability to retain a
narrow particle distribution, with a PDI lower than 0.3, are T4, T5, and T8. Two out of the three
formulations, namely T8 and T4, exhibited the highest EE% among the formulations. Therefore,
less aggregation is expected for these formulations since the RP is mostly localized within the
matrix of the carrier. The composition of T4 and T5 were opposite in all three factors. This shows
that the relative proportion of the constituents is critical, since a high vitamin A concentration
required a high PP oil content in T4. A similar argument could be made for T5, where the low
composition of both vitamin A and PP oil allowed for a stable dispersion. However, the surfactant
to solid lipid ratio, which was at a low in T4 and a high in T5, does not appear as significant. This
is confirmed by T4, where a lower surfactant amount was able to stabilize the formulation with
the higher total lipidic composition. The TEM images of T4 and T5 are shown in Figure 33 below,
showing a smaller size for T5 compared to T4, as confirmed by particle size analysis.

T4

T5

Figure 33. TEM image of T4 and T5
Moreover, T8, which constituted a lower amount of vitamin A, lower surfactant to solid
lipid ratio, and a higher amount of PP oil, still showed relative stability. What these three
formulations had in common was that in all of them the increased amount of solid lipid (Kappa2)
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required an increase in the PP oil amount and vice versa. There is no direct explanation for this
phenomenon in the literature. A possible explanation, however, is as follows: In cases where the
oil content is higher than the solid lipid, as in T1 and T7, the formation of micelles and liposomes
by the phospholipids present in the formula is likely to happen,32 which could easily flocculate
through hydrophobic interaction, and have their particle size increase with time. T1 has shown a
more significant increase in the PDI index, which could possibly be attributed to the higher
composition of the oil relative to the two other factors. In this case, the possibility of the formation
of carriers that do not require a solid core, such as liposomes, becomes likely. These carriers are
less stable than SLNs and NLCs as they easily coalesce, by hydrophobic interactions.164
Finally, although surfactant concentration was reported to improve the kinetic stability of
the formed lipid carriers by steric hindrance, even in cases where the respective crystalline form
of the lipid is not stable, this does not seem to be the case in this study. A high surfactant to lipid
ratio did give a smaller particle sizes, as in T1, T2 and T7, but could not prevent subsequent
aggregation. Two out of the three formulations that were relatively stable constituted a lower
surfactant to lipid ratio, namely T4 and T8. The results show that the relative amounts of solid
lipid to the oil lipid is pivotal in understanding the NLC’s stability.
5.2 Stability in Terms of RP Degradation
The stability of the control RP in the stock solution, and an RP loaded NLC carrier, namely
T4, was investigated. The results retrieved showed a higher degradation rate for the NLC in
comparison to the free vitamin A stock, which is found in the Appendix A. This finding relates to
a previous work conducted by Jee et al. where they claim that the lipid system in the nano-carrier
is prone to auto-oxidation, forming lipoperoxyl radicals that would be scavenged by the vitamin
and consumed in the process.27 Furthermore, two other studies reported an increase in RP
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degradation as a result of incorporation in either NLC or SLN, suggesting an incorporation of
antioxidants and chelating agents, as means to further enhance stability.148,165 However,
antioxidants provided by the PP oil did not confer the protection needed in this formulation.
5.3 ZP
ZP of the lipid nanoparticles can also be used to evaluate the dispersion’s stability, where
an absolute value above 30 mV is generally considered stable, even though stability of
formulations of smaller ZP values could be achieved through steric hindrance of non-ionic
surfactants.43 The high electrostatic repulsion forces exhibited by the particles in the system can
avoid aggregation, coalescence or flocculation.

Figure 34. ZP for NLCs (T1-T8) and SLN.
As can be seen in Figure 34, the largest ZP value was for the SLN formulation. This could
be due to the high composition of solid lipid, Kappa2, which includes polar species such as sodium
stearoyl sactylate, cetearyl alcohol and polyglyceryl-3 esters. However, although the ZP is
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considered acceptable for a stable colloidal system with sufficient electrostatic repulsion, it did not
overcome the gelling effect which was reflected in the particle size change upon storage. This is
probably due to the solid lipid’s tendency to transform into a stable polymorph, and increase the
lattice energy saving by growing larger in size,. Moreover, the SLN did contain a smaller ratio of
surfactant to solid lipid, and this could probably be the reason for the lack of sufficient steric
hindrance between the nano-lipids, where their tendency to aggregate exceeded their interfacial
electrostatic repulsion. In a similar light, T6 has also exhibited size and PDI increase with time, in
spite of having a relatively large ZP. Similar to the SLN, T6 also had a lower surfactant to solid
lipid ratio, which could be a contributing factor to the temporal changes in size and PDI.
In a different light, T4, which did show a high zeta potential, did also exhibit colloidal
stability with time. This could be attributed to two main factors. The first factor was the
electrostatic repulsion which was strong enough to prevent particle aggregation. The second factor
was that the higher composition of oil in comparison to T6, which had identical compositions in
the remaining factors, could have resulted in a more stable crystalline form that prevented further
transformation, and hence consequent gelling.11,37 This phenomenon was exhibited by T6, unlike
the remainder NLCs, and could be related to its lower ratio of PP oil to solid lipid. Unlike T4, T2
with similar composition of both solid lipid and PP oil, did exhibit instability as observed in the
relatively significant particle growth. This could be related to two factors, one is the high
composition of RP with respect to both solid and liquid lipids, resulting in inadequate amounts to
solubilize and withhold all the RP. Another is the relatively low ZP. However, the second reason
is less likely since the surfactant is at a higher composition than the lipids, and can provide
adequate steric hindrance to stabilize the formulation. Furthermore, T7 exhibited higher stability
than T1, T2, and T3, although they had a higher ZP. This could be attributed to the higher surfactant
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to solid lipid ratio, as well as higher oil composition, that decelerated aggregation by steric
hindrance, and stabilized the polymorph, respectively, for T7. Finally, as confirmed in another
study, the specific molecular arrangement that the lipids exhibit in the external layer of the carrier,
along with their interaction with stabilizers, such as surfactants, is a determining factor in the
evaluation of the stability incurred by nano-lipidic carriers.35
The interaction plots from Design Expert for the 8 formulations is shown in Figure 35. In
both parts (a) and (b), the red line shows a decreasing ZP with increasing vitamin A% (w/w). This
is expected since RP is non-polar, and hence increasing its concentration decreases the electrical
potential of the carriers. However, these formulations, namely T5, T2, T1 and T7, also possess a
higher surfactant to solid lipid ratio. This plays a critical factor in affecting the ZP, as the trend for
decreasing ZP with increasing vitamin A%(w/w) fails in the remainder formulations. The latter
formulations, which lie on the green line, have a higher solid lipid amount, showing an increasing
ZP with higher vitamin A% (w/w). This could possibly be due to a specific arrangement induced
by the latter composition, namely that of T6 and T4, that allows for the polar heads of the
constituting lipids to re-orient in the external layer of the carriers. Consequently, the ionic
atmosphere surrounding the carrier will increase, along with its induced ZP. The solid lipid’s
higher melting point allows it to first crystalizes upon cooling, holding in a part of the oil within
its matrix, and allowing the remaining to distribute on its surface. The oil’s short chain fatty acids,
and polar phenolic compounds56, redistribute on the surface and add to the ionic charge of the
carriers.35 In case of T6, which is identical in composition to T3, but with a higher vitamin A%
(w/w) than the latter, the significant increase in ZP could be understood in the same light. The
higher amount of vitamin A in T6 could have pushed out the PP oil more onto the surface, as it
accommodates within the solid lipid’s lattice defects. Finally, T6 also exhibited a visually observed
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gelling effect, which confirms the claim of the core of the NLC being mainly composed of solid
lipid.

(a)

(b)

Figure 35. Interaction plots of the factors on ZP with (a) low PP oil% and (b) high PP oil%
showing the trend in formulations with increasing Vitamin A%.
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5.3.1 ANOVA for ZP
Table 5. ANOVA for ZP

The above ANOVA for the ZP shows a significant model compliance. The level of
significance, <<5%, is unlike the previous cases for the particle size and PDI. In this case, the
coefficients of the variables, namely surfactant to solid lipid ratio, and interaction AB and ABC,
is significant. This means that the variables listed in table 5 contribute to a large extent to the ZP
of the formulations. The highest coefficient is that of the AB interaction, which is the interaction
between the vitamin A composition and the surfactant to solid lipid ratio. This confirms the
previous claims, where a decrease in ZP was observed for formulations with lower solid lipid ratio,
and increasing vitamin A composition. These contrast the formulations with higher solid lipid
ratio, that showed increasing ZP with increasing vitamin A composition. Finally, one may
conclude that the interaction between the surfactant to solid lipid ratio and vitamin A composition
is pivotal in predicting the ZP.
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5.3.2 Regression Model of the ZP
The regression equation for the ZP includes the surfactant to solid lipid ratio and interactions AB
and ABC. The following is the coded regression equation from Design Expert:
õZ = −L. Ç − L. ÉÖL − M. 7ÖJ ÖL − 7. ~JLÉÖJ ÖL ÖM

Equation 7.

The R2 of the model gave a value of 0.9438, which is significantly higher that those for the previous
models. This means that the regression equation can be considered a better predictor for ZP values.
The above equation shows that a higher vitamin A% (w/w), relative solid lipid to surfactant
composition, and PP oil% (áO =áP =áF =+1,), give an increasing ZP. However, since the coefficient
of the last term of the equation is relatively small, the impact of PPoil% can be conclude to be
minimal.
5.4 DSC Thermograms
The degree of crystallinity and thermal behavior of the formulations, along with the solid
lipid and phospholipid used were investigated. The dispersions were first lyophilized as the broad
water peak (~100°C) in the thermograms may interfere with that of the sample.41
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Kappa2

Figure 36. DSC Thermograms of Solid lipids.
As can be seen in the Figure 36, the solid lipid Kappa2 showed multiple peaks, prior to it
reaching a plateau, which signals the transition from a gel to liquid. However, lecithin did not show
peaks which meant that it was in an amorphous state. On the other hand, the solid lipid Kappa2 did
exhibit crystalline transitions, where a change in the subcell packing from + , → +, the latter being
a more crystalline form, with lower number of defects in the packing. This was observed in the
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DSC thermogram by the sharper peak (b) proceeding a broader peak (a).16 In cases where the drug
is located inside the defects, the transitioning to a more ordered crystalline lattice will result in its
expulsion.
The DSC of the formulations reveals more insight into the phase transition that takes place
upon heating, along with insight on the crystallinity of the solid lipid. From the DSC of the pure
solid lipids in Figure 36, one can see a transition in the lecithin that takes place at around 53°C
which is also seen in T1-8, apart from T4. In case of these formulations, a similar transition is
observed at the inflexion point, which is slightly shifted to the left. This could be attributed to the
presence of other constituents, and their interactions with the lecithin that accounts for this
depression.41 In these formulations, one may also see small peaks that can be attributed to the
presence of the Kappa2. These peaks are also shifted to lower temperatures with respect to the
original found in the lipid’s pure form. This could be attributed to the reduction in particle size and
consequent increase in surface area, which now require less energy to melt in comparison to the
bulk state of the pure lipids.111 The depression of the melting temperature in SLN loaded with RP
was also reported by Sapino to be an indication for the drug’s inclusion in the lattice of the lipid.10
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Figure 37. DSC Thermograms for NLCs (T1-8) and SLN.
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From the peaks observed in the formulations, namely T1-T8, excluding T4, one can see
that the first peak observed is that pertaining to T2. In this particular formulation, a high
composition of drug was used, with relatively lower solid and liquid lipids. This lowering of the
melting point as a result of adding RP was reported to be linked with the drug’s preferential
distribution onto the surface of the lipid nano-carriers, rather than the core, which also relates to
RP’s lower melting point in comparison to the solid lipids.148 Although it was noted previously
that a higher drug composition favors a core rather than shell distribution of the drug, in this
specific case, a saturation of the drug in the lipid could have been ensued due to the lower
composition of the solid lipid. In general, all the peaks observed were shifted to lower
temperatures, suggesting an incorporation of the RP within the NLCs, where Jenning et al. reported
a direct relation between lower melting temperature and higher drug loading.45
Moreover, T4 shows a lower shift in melting temperature in comparison to the SLN,
suggesting a higher incorporation of the RP, also confirmed by the EE% measurements. The
multiple peaks observed for both T4 and SLN is probably due to the various polymorphic forms
the carrier exhibits with increasing temperature. The first peak can be attributed to the metastable
a-subcell, which is characterized with many disordered regions and a hexagonal structure, as
shown by the broader peak observed in the thermogram. Upon heating, a transformation into a
more stable polymorph, b’, is observed by a relatively sharper peak in both the SLN and T4. The
orthorhombic b’ subcell undergoes another transition into a highly ordered triclinic b structure,
which is seen much more pronounced in T4 in comparison to SLN.16 This could be explained by
the smaller size of the T4 formulations that allows for easier attainment of higher order crystallinity
in comparison to the SLN that has already begun to form networks by the gelling effect observed.
The various polymorphs exhibited by the fatty acid chain of the lipids is shown in the Figure 39
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below. Finally, it has been reported in a review on SLN that the lipid composition is decisive in
determining the type of crystal polymorph that will form upon cooling.33

Figure 39. Polymorphs of fatty acid chains.33
Furthermore, the area under the peaks for T5 is shown below in Figure 40, in comparison
with T4, SLN and pure Kappa2. The peak area of T5 is significantly smaller than the rest, namely
2.37 mJ in comparison with 67 mJ, and 64.1 mJ for T4, and SLN, respectively. This can be
attributed to the lower crystallinity of T5, which is expected since it possessed a lower composition
of Kappa2 with respect to the two others. In comparing T4 with SLN, a sharper peak is observed
for the latter in Figure 40, which is also shifted to a higher temperature. This confirms the
assumption that SLN is transformed into a more crystalline polymorph, since a higher ordered
crystalline form requires more energy to overcome the lattice forces, in comparison to a lattice
with numerous defects and amorphous regions, that is already disordered.111 Moreover, in
comparing the peaks in both the SLN and the Kappa2 for the b transition, one may observe an
expected higher enthalpy for the pure, but an unexpected shift to a higher temperature in case of
the SLN, which is unlike the other formulations
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Figure 40. DSC Thermograms with Peak Area and Transition Temperature for T5, T4, SLN and Kappa2.
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5.5 EE%

Figure 41. EE% for NLCs and SLN.
As shown in Figure 41, the EE% showed a variation of results, from 65.6% to 97.1%. The
lowest value was for the SLN, which is reflected in the literature.11 This could be attributed to the
oil lipid constituent that allows for higher solubility of the RP in its phase, and hence improvement
in the overall EE%. This was confirmed in studies claiming an improved incorporation capacity
when using a mixture of lipids rather than using a single form.36,13,87 The low EE% of SLN could
be attributed to two mechanisms. One is the gradual drug expulsion as a result of polymorphic
transitioning of the lipid from an a to a more stable b subcell form.16,88 The other is attributed to
the synthesis process, where the highly viscous lipid melt diffuses at a slower rate into the aqueous
medium, expelling any drug during the crystallization process.166,154
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The NLCs showing the highest EE% were T3, T4, T7 and T8. Three out of these four
formulations, all except of T3, incorporated higher amounts of lipid oil. T8 and T4 exhibited the
highest two, and both consisted of identical composition for the surfactant to solid lipid ratio, and
PP oil, with varying amounts of RP. The higher composition of the solid lipid and oil lipid in these
two formulations can be the reason behind their higher EE%, as reported by Jung in his study for
the optimization of vitamin A in SLN.149 The former, T8, had a lower amount of vitamin A, and
showed a higher EE%. This means that the amount of vitamin influences the EE%, with lower
amounts being encapsulated more efficiently. This is further observed in T2 and T6, where a low
EE% could be attributed to the increased vitamin A% and lower amount of PP oil. This lower
amount of PP oil relative to the vitamin’s composition could have allowed for the lack of its proper
incorporation.
The DSC thermograms in some formulations could also be used to support the observations
inferred from the EE% results. In case of T2, which possessed the lowest EE%, a small peak was
observed, before all the remaining NLC formulations, which could be related to the RPs initial
melting, which was not well incorporated within the matrix. In comparing the high T5 and T8,
with similar trends in their thermal behavior, the latter had a broader peak, also shifted towards a
lower melting temperature. This is an indication to a higher incorporation of the RP within the
matrix of T8, as confirmed by the EE% results.45 Furthermore, in comparing SLN with T4, which
also exhibited similar trends in their thermal behavior, a shift towards a lower temperature was
observed in T4. This increase in melting temperature for the SLN can be explained by lower drug
loading of the RP, which was also confirmed by the significantly lower EE% value in comparison
to the rest of the formulations. In case of both T3 and T6, no peaks was observed, only an inflexion
in the thermogram that is attributed to the lecithin. However, the steepness of the thermogram in
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case of T6 was much more pronounced, which could be related to the higher crystallinity of the
formulation, induced by the higher ratio of solid to liquid lipid content. Thus, a higher temperature
is required to overcome the lattice forces in the crystalline T6, which confirms its much lower
EE% in comparison to T3, where now the RP has fewer places to accommodate within the more
rigid lattice framework. Furthermore, the thermogram of T7 reveals several peaks, as opposed to
the more smooth and subtle ones present in the remaining formulations. Although T7 possessed a
high EE%, its low content of solid lipid with respect to both the RP and PP oil composition could
have contributed to the observed phenomenon. The RP, although well incorporated within, can
now migrate easier to the surface and melt, as observed by the first peak in the thermogram, at
about 20°C. This is a similar phenomenon to the early peak observed in T2, although the EE% was
much lower. Finally, all NLC formulations, apart from T4, exhibited an amorphous behavior in
comparison to SLN. This has been reported by Jenning et al. to result in a very weak crystallization
as a result of combining a binary mixture of solid and liquid lipid.16 This lowering in crystallinity
can be related to the higher EE% exhibited by the NLCs with respect to the SLN.
The analysis of the three factors on the EE% of the respective 8 NLC formulations was
further analyzed using Design of Expert. The Interaction plots in Figure 42 (a) and (b) show a
similar trend in formulations with varying surfactant to solid lipid composition. This confirms the
claim above that the relative amounts of oil lipid to vitamin composition is the main factor in the
analysis of the EE%. A higher value of EE% is shown for formulations with higher amounts of PP
oil, namely T4, T7 and T8. In case of T3, the higher EE% could be attributed to the solid lipid’s
high composition. This effect can be further evaluated by comparing T3 with T5, both having
identical composition, apart from the solid lipid to surfactant ratio. In T5, the lower solid lipid
content could be the reason for the lower EE% observed. However, in comparing T3 with T8,
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where the only factor change between the two is the amount of PP oil added, the higher EE%
exhibited by T8 could be attributed to the increased amount of PP oil in the formulation.
Furthermore, part (a) shows an increase in EE% when increasing the amount of vitamin, namely
from T1-T7. This is not the case, however, in part (b), where T4 showed a lower EE% than T8.
This could be attributed to the variation in the surfactant to solid lipid ratio of the parts (a) and (b).
The higher surfactant composition has been reported to improve the EE% by increasing the
solubility of the drug within the carrier.167 A similar argument could be made in this case, where
in T7 the higher surfactant composition allowed for a better incorporation of the RP as opposed to
T4. This was not the case when the amount of PP oil was decreased, as can be seen in formulations
lying on the black lines of both parts in Figure 42. This is probably due to a lack of sufficient
solubility of the vitamin A and hence its expulsion during the crystallization process. This was
also seen in part (b), where the lower surfactant to solid lipid ratio did not offset the trend illustrated
in part (a) in the formulation lying on the black line (T5 – T2 in (a), T3 – T6 (b)). The overall
values for the EE% were lower for formulations with a higher surfactant to lipid ratio in part (a)
as compared to a higher solid lipid content in part (b). Unlike particle size, where the effect of
surfactant was pivotal in allowing smaller sized particles, the solid lipid content in this case
outweighs the latter effect. A higher lipid content was reported in a previous study to improve
EE%, but the ratio between solid and liquid lipids could not be explained due to insufficient
studies.149 In this study, however, their respective ratios was assessed, showing an increased drug
loading capacity when a higher amount of oil was incorporated.
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Figure 42. Interaction plots of the factors on EE% with (a) high surfactant and (b) low
surfactant to solid lipid ratio showing the trend in formulations with increasing Vitamin
A%.
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5.5.1 Analysis of Variance of EE%
Table 6. ANOVA for EE% of NLCs

In table 6, the model was shown to be significant. The factors that did show an impact on
the EE% response were the surfactant to solid lipid ratio, PP oil composition and the interaction
between it and the amount of vitamin A% (AC). This confirms the claims previously made where
the surfactant to solid lipid ratio affects the overall EE%, giving a higher value when higher relative
amounts of solid lipids constituted the matrix. This is reflected in the low p-value of factor B,
showing a significance at 5%. Furthermore, the amounts of PP oil was also shown to influence the
EE%, which was seen in formulations with higher amounts of PP oil with respect to the other
factors, giving a higher value.
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5.5.2 Regression model for EE%
The regression equation for the EE% response includes the surfactant to solid lipid ratio, !" , PP
oil composition, !$ , and the latter’s interactions with vitamin A%, !&$ . The following is the coded
regression equation which includes all the significant factors that affect the EE%:
''% = **. *, + .. /012 + .. ,01. + .. 2314 1.

Equation 8

The R2 of the model gave a value of 0.8387. Although not a perfect fit, it can be used to
qualitatively assess the variation in EE% as a result of changing the three factors. In this case, it
can be directly inferred that a low surfactant to solid lipid ratio (!" =+1), and a high PP oil and RP
composition (!& =+1, !$ =+1), will give a higher EE%.
5.6 In-Vitro Release
The in-vitro release of all the 8 NLC formulations and the SLN, along with a control which
consisted of RP dissolved in the dispersing medium (Glycerol:Ethanol; 2:8), is shown in Figure
43. The results show an expected high release for the control, due to the absence of any barrier in
the formulation that could impede the RP’s release.54 In contrast, the lowest release was
administered by the SLN formulation. The lower mobility of the RP in this case could be justified
by the presence of solid lipids in the carrier that come in the way of the vitamin’s release.
Furthermore, NLCs showed varying extent of release, depending on the formulation composition,
but overall a higher total release than the SLN. This pertains to the presence of an oil component,
that lowers the viscosity of the system, and allows for increased mobility.16 The chromatograms
are provided in Appendix C.
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Figure 43. In-Vitro release profile for all formulations and control tested.
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The release from the SLN at first occurred at a faster rate than all NLC formulations, apart
from T2, namely in the first hour. Afterwards, the flux slowly depreciated, and reached a plateau
after 8 hours, 4 hours before all the NLC carriers did reach theirs. The observed high initial flux
of the SLN could be attributed to polymorphic transitioning taking place within the solid lipid’s
matrix, which is also confirmed in the multiple peaks observed in its thermogram, expelling the
RP in the process.16 In general, both nano-lipidic carriers, SLN and NLC, allowed for a prolonged
and relatively controlled drug release, which could be explained by the drugs localization within
the solid lipid matrix of the carriers.111
The release for every formula did vary, however, with some showing a higher flux in the
first hours than others. The control showed the highest flux, which is expected since the RP is free
in the solution, and not bound in a matrix as in the case of both NLC and SLN formulations. The
initial flux of T8 < T1 < T3 < T5 showed a slower, and more controlled release than the rest. T5
did not reach a plateau during the time expected, and continued to release RP after 12 hours
incubation, the same time most of the formulas reached their maximum release. This observed
phenomenon for T5 could be attributed to the crystalline behavior observed previously in the
thermogram, where a peak was observed inherent to the b polymorph. When viewed under an
SEM, T5 exhibited a needle-like shaped structure, as shown in Figure 44 below, which confirms
the previous claim, as the b crystals are now undergoing directional growth. As they do so, they
expel more RP as they transform into a more crystalline form.33
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Figure 44. SEM images of T5.
The concentration of the drug in the lipid matrix can influence its embedment within, where
an enriched shell model was attributed to SLN/NLC formulations with lower drug dose, as opposed
to an embedment of the drug within the core of the matrix at higher drug concentration.42 This
phenomenon was explained by Muller, where he noticed that concentration of the drug with
respect to the solid lipid can influence its distribution within the matrix.14,37 In case the drug in the
lipid melt is well below its saturation solubility, the solid lipid will first crystallize, leaving the
drug to distribute on the surface (shell-enriched model). This contrasts the case where the drug
concentration is close to its saturation solubility, which as a consequence of cooling, becomes
supersaturated, and crystallizes prior to the solid lipid (core-enriched model). In a similar light,
although not typical to the previous argument, the NLC formulation with the lowest EE%, instead
of RP% (w/w), showed the highest diffusion flux. This high initial flux of T2 could also be related
to the DSC measurements, where a small peak was observed well before all the remaining NLC
formulations. This is attributed to the RP’s preferential distribution onto the surface of the carrier,
as the respective ratio of both solid and liquid lipid was lower, confirmed by the low EE%
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observed. On the other hand, T8 which exhibited the highest EE%, although with a low
composition of RP, showed the slowest release flux. This could be attributed to the now drug
enriched core of T8 that allows for a prolonged release of the RP, due to the surrounding solid
lipid matrix that impedes its mobility. The relatively higher stability for T8 further confirms the
claim of a core enriched model, where its less likely for the RP to partition into the aqueous
dispersion and form aggregates that can vary the PDI value with time.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 45. Interaction plots for Total release of NLCs with lower (a) and higher (b)
surfactant to solid lipid ratio showing the trend in the formulations with increase PP oil.
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The interaction plots, Figure 45, for the 8 formulations show a dependence of the total
release on the amount of PP oil incorporated. The increase in PP oil allowed for lower RP to be
released into the medium. This could be explained by the fact that PP oil is a better solvent for RP
than is the solid lipid matrix. The RP when well dissolved with higher amount of oil will tend to
localize in the carrier, rather than partition into the medium. The oil will solubilize the RP, and
increase its thermodynamic stability, impeding its tendency to migrate out and into the polar,
ethanolic media. This trend is seen in all formulations, which is then confirmed in the significant
level of the PP oil factor of the ANOVA later. A higher total release is also witnessed for
formulations with higher composition of vitamin A. This is explained by the increased diffusion
capacity of the system.
5.6.1 Analysis of Variance of In-vitro Release
Further statistical investigation on the in-vitro release was done by Design Expert for the
total release for all the 8 NLC formulations. Table 7 shows the ANOVA of the effects of the three
factors on the release profile, showing statistical significance for the model at 10%. Vitamin A
shows the highest relative significance, at 5%, which relates to the dependence of drug
concentration to the extent of diffusion, and thus the total release. This is attributed to the
dependence of the diffusion constant on the concentration of the drug, where a higher drug
concentration results in a higher diffusion coefficient.168 Finally, although all the in-vitro release
had the same amount of initial RP, the total amount of their respective total release was not all the
same. It was shown that formulations with a higher composition of RP showed a higher release,
such as T2, T6 and T7. Furthermore, the amount of PP oil did show a significant effect at 10%.
This is shown in the formulations with the highest release, such as T2, and T6. These two
formulations had a low composition of PPoil, which could have allowed for higher release. This
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could be explained by the fact that less of the RP is now dissolved in the matrix, and hence could
be made easier to partition out of the carrier and into the skin.
Table 7. ANOVA on the response of total in-vitro release of NLCs

5.6.2 Regression Model for Total Release
The regression equation for the total release response includes the vitamin A%, "# , surfactant ratio,
"% , and PP oil composition, "' . The following is the coded equations that includes the factors that
affect the total release:
()*+, -.,.+/. = 12. 45 + 1. 4574 − 9. 4579 − 5. 4575

Equation 9

The R2 of the model gave a value of 0.78. Although not a perfect fit, it can be used to qualitatively
assess the variation in total release as a result of changing the three factors. The relative
significance of the factors can be evaluated by the absolute value of their respective coefficient.
This is seen in the first factor, that of the vitamin A% (w/w), which confirms the previous claims
that it is pivotal in determining the total release. The second significant factor is that of the PPoil%,
and to a lower extent the surfactant to solid lipid ratio. In the latter case, it can be directly inferred
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that a low surfactant to solid lipid ratio ("% =+1), will give a lower total release. This is seen in the
formulation pairs T3 and T5, and T4 and T7, where all factors were identical apart from the
surfactant to solid lipid ratio. The lower release of the formulations with lower surfactant ratio is
seen in T3 and T4, with respect to their pairs T5 and T7, respectively. This could be attributed to
the lower tendency of the RP to partition into the medium since there is now lower amounts of
amphiphilic surfactant molecules to facilitate their release. This could be related to the results of
the EE%, where a lower value was exhibited in formulations with higher surfactant to solid lipid
ratio. The low EE% means that more RP is freely available in the dispersion, contributing to a
higher release.
5.6.3 Preliminary Trials for RP Degradation in Chosen Media (Ethanol/Glycerol)
In an attempt to confirm that the RP in both the media and the in-vitro setup, does not
degrade, a control solution of RP in ethanol/glycerol solution was incubated for 24 hours. The
graph below shows the change in RP concentration with time, which was shown to be statistically
insignificant (i.e. < 5%). Therefore, the amounts of RP documented in the release are not affected
by degradation, as the RP is relatively stable in the media for the time required in the incubation
period as shown in Figure 46.
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Figure 46. RP degradation in Ethanol/Glycerol Media.
5.7 Ex-Vivo Skin Permeation
After conducting the in-vitro release of the formulations, the two formulas that exhibited
the highest total release, namely T2 and T6, with 56% and 57%, respectively, were evaluated for
skin targeting potential. The total release in the receptor compartment of the FDC over a 24-hour
incubation period is shown in Figure 47. The lower amount of RP released could mean that there
is a lower chance of systemic absorption, as the drug has a higher tendency to localize on the
skin.111 Since RP is highly hydrophobic, it is expected that skin retention will exceed its tendency
to partition into the blood, as the RP will be better accommodated within the lipidic lamellar
structure of the skin, rather than the aqueous media of the blood. From results in the literature, one
study has added 0.5g of a gel enriched with SLN-RP dispersion and reported a release of about 10
µg/cm2 in the receptor compartment using human daver skin as the membrane.111 In comparison,
the results in this experiment gave a total release of 285.4 and 116.0 µg/cm2 for T2 and T6,
respectively. The significantly higher release in this case is probably due to the different receptor
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medium used. In the study, they used PBS buffer solution, which has shown very poor solubility
for the RP in preliminary trials conducted when selecting the optimum receptor medium. The
ethanol/glycerol solution used showed much higher solubility for the RP, as well as possibly
contributed to the enhanced permeation due to the alcoholic media. Ethanol has been reported to
act as a penetration enhancer by several mechanisms, one is by extracting lipids and proteins from
the skin, and hence increasing its porosity. Another includes increasing the drugs solubility in the
lipid lamellar layers of the skin due the presence of alcoholic enhancers.169 The chromatograms
are provided in Appendix C.

Figure 47. In-vitro skin deposition profile of RP, error bars are too small to scale for T6.
Furthermore, T2 has shown higher tendency to permeate through the skin than did T6.
This could be explained by the relative viscosity, which is lower for T2, since it has a lower
composition of solid lipid compared to T6. This has resulted in the observed gelling effect in T6,
forming networks in the dispersion that increases its viscosity. Furthermore, in one previous study
conducted by Raza, Singh and Lohan, the skin permeation of the NLC has shown to exceed that
of the SLN.54 The high permeation of NLC was explained in the study by the addition of isopropyl
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myristate as the oil component. A similar argument can be made in this case, where the higher
viscosity of T2 that had a lower ratio of solid lipid to oil, showed an enhanced permeation effect.
An oil component has a higher content of unsaturated fatty acids, in comparison to higher
saturation in solid lipids. This has been reported to improve the degree of permeation through the
SC, where the unsaturated chains form kinks that further disrupt the lipid lamellar layers of the
skin.170,169 As a result, a higher flux in permeation is then observed.
From another light, the ZP of T6 exceeded that of T2, which could be another contributing
factor to its lower penetration, which has been reported to decelerate penetration due to the inherent
negative charge of the skin.171 However, the permeation through the skin and into the receptor
compartment of the FDC does not necessarily correspond to the drug found in the blood. This
means that not all of the RP migrating across the skin barrier in this set-up should be equated to an
in-vivo behavior. This is confirmed in a case reported, where the drug permeated from an SLN
vehicle, and into the receptor compartment, was characterized as the drug deposited on the skin
rather than absorbed in the blood.41 Therefore, more in depth analysis was ensued on the skin
sample to extract the total amount of RP in its various layers, namely, SC and Dermis/Epidermis.
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5.8 In-vitro Skin Distribution Study

Figure 48. In-vitro Skin Deposition Profile of RP in Rat Skin with Error Bars showing
Standard Deviation in Triplicates.
The distribution of RP in the rat skin layers was analyzed by extraction using methanol
after the 24 hour incubation period. Figure 48 illustrates the amount of RP deposited in the upper
layer, the SC, and the deeper tissue, the Epidermis/Dermis layers, for both T2 and T6. A more
pronounced deposition was found for T6 in both sections of the skin. This resonates with the
previous findings in the in-vitro release, showing a higher permeation through the skin for T2, and
thus lower skin deposition. The higher viscosity in T6 was claimed to be linked with a stronger
interfacial film forming on the surface, which could be due to the crystalline state of the solid lipid
core.41,172 This film has been suggested to increase the permeation of vitamin A through the skin
by the consequent occlusion factor that takes place as a result of decreased TEWL which results
in increased skin hydration.44 An SEM image of one of the rat skin incubated over night with T6
is shown in Figure 49. The image shows the coverage and adsorption of the nanoparticles on the
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skin, which is explained by their inherent film formation, and small size that adsorbs onto the skin.
In comparison to a similar study reported in the literature, the cumulative amount of vitamin A,
namely isotretinoin, in the all three layers of the skin was extracted and found to be in the range
of 2.5-3.6µg.109 In this study, the total of both SC and epidermis/dermis layers for T2 and T6 are
0.45, and 2.1µg, respectively. In the case of T2, it shows a poor skin retention as opposed to T6.
The chromatograms are provided in Appendix C.

Figure 49. SEM image of rat skin with T6 from ex-vivo experiment.
Furthermore, drug expulsion as a result of polymorphic transitioning of the solid lipid
matrix can also account for the increased amounts deposited in T6.45 From another perspective,
T2 does have a higher surfactant to solid lipid ratio, which could attribute to its enhanced
permeation through skin and into the receptor compartment. This is due to the surfactant nature
that has been reported to fluidize the lipid lamellar matrix of the skin, thus acting as a penetration
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enhancer.41 Finally, since the purpose of this formulation is to allow for higher skin retention for
the RP in order to maximize its anti-wrinkle activity, T6 is more desired in this case.
In terms of ZP of the two formulas, T6 having a higher negative charge will not be absorbed
by the skin as much, instead, will accumulate and partition into its various layers as observed in
the results above. Another study confirmed similar findings, showing a correlation between the
increased surface charge of the SLN with negatively charged surface modifying agents, and an
enhanced RP permeation.51 The higher skin deposition and permeation into the deeper layers of
the skin, namely SC and Epidermis/ Dermis, is due to the film formation of the lipidic carriers,
that forms more strongly in case of T6 due to the increased solid lipid constituent, and its tendency
to accumulate on the skin rather than permeate. This film will now allow for a prolonged interfacial
interaction between the carriers and the skin, that can pave the way for material exchange between
the SLNs and the lipids in the in the intercellular region of the skin.
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5.8 Summary
Table 8. Summary of Responses of all 9 formulations.
Formula

Particle
Size, nm

PDI

ZP, mV

EE%

T1

197.6

0.18

-27.7 ±0.2

83.2 ±0.7

43 ±4

T2

221.8

0.25

-22.9 ±0.1

78.7 ±0.2

56 ±7

T3

238.2

0.33

-26.0 ±0.2

94 ±2

39 ±1

T4

236.8

0.24

-32.9 ±0.3

95 ±1

43 ±7

T5

243.3

0.12

-26.8 ±0.5

85 ±0.9

49 ±7

T6

240.2

0.24

-30.7 ±0.6

83 ±2

57 ±3

T7

214.6

0.19

-18.2 ±0.5

94 ±2

49 ±7

T8

228

0.22

-26.5 ±0.5

97 ±2

41 ±10

SLN

296.7

2.4

-39.3 ±0.8

65.6 ±0.6

35 ±4

Total
release
%

The main factors that affected the particle size is the amount of PP oil, and surfactant to
solid lipid ratio. When the two were at a relatively high constitution, a small size resulted. The
importance of the PP oil in assessing the particle size is as important as the role of the surfactant,
a phenomenon that has not been addressed previously in literature. This could be explained by two
mechanisms. One, is that the presence of the oil allows for a lower viscous lipid melt, that is easier
to diffuse during the homogenization process, and thus form smaller sized particles. The second is
the oil’s superior ability to solubilize RP, which allows for the RP to be localized within. The
mechanism of the surfactant’s role, on the other hand, in reducing particle size is well document.
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This was explained by the latter’s ability to decrease the surface tension between the two
immiscible phases, and hence allow for the formation of smaller particles with higher surface area.
The ratios of the factors to one another is important in assessing the PDI. The most
significant factor found, however, was the surfactant to solid lipid ratio, where a high constitution
leads to a more homogeneous dispersion with lower PDI. The interaction of the three factors
together, and that of the vitamin constitution and surfactant ratio has also shown to be significant
in the PDI’s assessment. In terms of PDI, T5 exhibited the narrowest particle distribution. This
could be attributed to its overall low lipid composition in all three components.
After storage for 6 weeks the formulations showed different stabilities. The ones with
higher stability, based on their ability to retain a narrow particle distribution, had a lower surfactant
to solid lipid ratio. This means that the stability is not so much affected by the amount of surfactant,
as much as it is by the relative constitution of all the factors making the matrix. In addition, the
relative amount of PP oil to the solid lipid seems to also play a significant role. The three
formulations with the highest stability, namely T4, T5 and T8, had equal ratios of solid lipid to PP
oil. ZP was not pivotal in determining the dispersions’ stability.
The EE% for all NLC formulations generally exceeded that of the SLN. The highest value
was for T8, with a value of 97.1%. This formulation had a relatively low composition of RP with
respect to both solid and liquid lipids. The mixture of both types of lipids in equal ratios, but high
composition, allows for effective incorporation of RP.
Another phenomenon observed was the effect of the relative constitution of the RP to the
PP oil, giving a low EE% when a relatively lower oil composition is used. This is due to the RP’s
lack of proper solubility in the matrix. The importance of the oil in the EE% can be further
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confirmed by evaluating the significantly lower value attained for the SLN. The lack of an oil
component in the former formula is pivotal in explaining its decreased ability to retain the RP.
Finally, the most significant factors in assessing the EE% is the relative constitution of the lipids,
where a high solid and lipid composition results in improved incorporation of the RP within the
matrix.
To confirm the crystalline behavior of the solid lipids in relation to their EE%, DSC
measurements were executed on all 9 formulations. The thermograms, however, were not
consistent in the trend they depicted. Finally, in concluding one may use the DSC as supplementary
tools to give insight into the polymorphs and crystallinity exhibited by the carriers, but must not
be on its own to predict EE%.
In assessing the in-vitro release of the 9 formulations, a relationship was observed between
the diffusion flux and the EE%. Since the amount of RP influences its embedment within the
carrier’s matrix, this in turn influences its ability to migrate out of the matrix, and partition into
the receptor medium. This was confirmed with the highest diffusion flux observed for the SLN
and T2 formulations, that also exhibited a relatively low EE%. This is contrasted in formulations
having high EE%, as in T8, and as a result exhibiting a more controlled and sustained release. This
phenomenon is attributed to the embedment of the RP in the core when a sustained release is
observed, as opposed to a shell enriched model in cases of burst release. The total amount of RP
released from the carriers did vary, however, with T2 and T6 showing the highest total release
with 56% and 57%, respectively. What these two formulations had in common is their relatively
high composition of RP, that in return prompts its diffusion from the matrix and into the receptor
medium.
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The results indicated that the composition of the formulation was paramount in the skin
retention, namely the solid and liquid lipid ratio. The skin permeation of the formulations with the
highest total in-vitro release, T2 and T6 , was further examined, along with their distribution in the
upper most SC and deeper epidermis/dermis layers of the skin. The results showed an enhanced
permeation in T2, as opposed to a higher skin retention in the various layers for T6. This is
attributed to the difference in the solid lipid composition between the two, where the more viscous
T6 allows for the formation of a stronger interfacial film. This in return allows for occlusion and
decrease in TEWL, favoring material exchange between the carrier and the skin.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future
Work
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6.1 Conclusion
PP oil has shown to be a valuable ingredient not only because of its high antioxidant activity
and nutritive content, but most importantly its effect on the lipidic carrier’s attributes. The
admixture of PP oil into the solid lipid matrix has contributed significantly in influencing the
measured responses, such as particle size, PDI, ZP, EE% and in-vitro release. Variation in the
composition of the lipidic carriers resulted in significant changes in the measured attributes,
Different factors, such as amounts of RP incorporated, solid lipid to surfactant ratio, and PP oil
composition, played varying significance in each response measured. In all cases, the NLCs
formulations have shown superior attributes to the SLN carriers.
In evaluating the various particle size of the NLCs, a new trend was found, which has not
been previously identified. It was shown that the amount PP oil plays a role, as significant as that
of the previously reported role of the surfactant, in determining the particle size. This was seen as
smaller sized NLCs were achieved with formulations consisting of higher PP oil composition. In
assessing the PDI, the higher amount of surfactant to solid lipid ratio was the main factor that led
to a narrow particle size distribution. However, this phenomenon could not predict the
formulations stability upon storage. A new trend was now observed, where the relative proportion
of the solid lipid to PP oil, when in equal ratios, gave the highest stability based on their ability to
retain a narrow homogenous particle size distribution (PDI < 0.3). This observed phenomenon is
also novel. Furthermore, the ZP of the formulations could not predict its stability, as particle
aggregation was observed in formulations with an acceptable value (ZP < -30 mV).43
The amounts of PP oil incorporated showed significant effects on the EE% of the NLCs.
Higher amounts of PP oil improved the incorporation capacity of the carrier significantly when
combined with a similar composition of solid lipid. This phenomenon has been reported
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previously, where a mixture of lipids is seen to enhance the EE%.36,13,87 DSC measurements gave
further insight onto the incorporation of RP within the matrix, where an overall shift to lower
melting temperature of the lyophilized carriers, as compared to the pure solid lipid, was seen in all
NLC formulations. A strong correlation was also seen between the EE% and diffusion flux in the
first few hours of the in-vitro results. Generally, lower EE% showed higher diffusion flux, as the
RP is more readily available on the surface of the carrier, rather than embedded within. The total
amount released, however, was strongly affected by the amount of PP oil constitution the carrier.
The highest release consisted of a low PP oil composition. This confirms the ability of NLCs to
provide a more controlled and sustained release of the RP.
Ex-vivo studies conducted using natural membrane comprising rat skin for the two
formulations that exhibited the highest in-vitro release, both had a low PP oil composition. RP
extracted from the two layers of the skin, SC and epidermis/dermis, showed a higher retention for
the formulation with higher solid lipid composition. On the other hand, higher permeation capacity
for the formulation with lower solid lipid composition was observed. Since the work entails a
cosmetic application of the formulation, skin retention is favored. Finally, the NLC formulations
showed a variation in their exhibited assessed aspects. The choice of the optimal formula, is thus,
a compromise where one must choose the formulation that entails or achieves the main targets
required. The aim of this work entailed the investigation of different factors in order to reach a
formulation with the most effective delivery of RP. In this respect, and based on the findings of
this investigation, and the need for the different trade offs, formulation T4, consisting of high
composition of all lipidic constituents, including RP, is the formula that has shown the best overall
attributes, as shown in Table 9.
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Table 9. Optimized Formulation, T4.
Optimized Formula
Particle Size, nm
PDI

T4
236.8
0.24
-32.9 ±0.3

ZP, mV
EE%

95 ±1

Total release %

43 ±7

6.2 Future work
Suggestions for future work for a better understanding and optimization of the NLC-RP
for cosmetic application include the following:
•

Different types of solid lipids, as well as surfactant must be used in the formulation. This
will allow for a more comprehensive understanding, as well as pave the way for reaching
a more effective carrier for RP.

•

In-vivo studies to assess irritation, a main drawback of vitamin A derivatives, for
comparison between conventional, direct application versus nano-encapsulation.

•

Studies on the characterization and release profile of NLC-enriched creams and gels versus
the original dispersion. This will allow for assessment on the final form of the cosmetic
product in terms of stability, EE%, ZP, and release patterns.
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•

Since PP oil has shown improved attributes in the NLC-RP carriers, its use could be further
assessed in encapsulating other lipophilic bioactives and vitamins.

•

More detailed molecular studies on the arrangement of the lipidic and surfactant
constituents should also be pursued, which will allow for a better understanding of the
observed trends exhibited by the NLCs.
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Appendix A
Calibration Curves and RP
Degradation Study
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Calibration Curves
Calibration curve using UV-Vis Spectroscopy for EE% measurements:
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Calibration Curves using HPLC for (a) In-vitro Release and Ex-vivo Permeation (b) Skin Retention
and Distribution studies:
(a)

(b)

147

RP Stability Curve done using UPLC:
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Appendix B
Validation of ANOVA
Claims

149

Validating Claims of normality, independence and equal variance of residuals
Particle Size:

From the above plot, the residuals appear to be normal, as they mainly coincide on the line or in
close proximity to it, without major deviations.

150

From the above plot of residuals versus predicted, the values lie between the two red lines,
indicating homoscedasticity, or constant variance among residuals.

151

From above plot of residuals vs run, they appear randomly distributed and independent.

152

PDI:

From the above plot, the residuals appear to be normal, as they mainly coincide on the line or in
close proximity to it, without major deviations.

153

From the above plot of residuals versus predicted, the values lie between the two red lines,
indicating homoscedasticity, or constant variance among residuals.

154

From above plot of residuals vs run, they appear randomly distributed and independent.

ZP:

155

From the above plot, the residuals appear to be normal, as they mainly coincide on the line or in
close proximity to it, without major deviations.

156

From the above plot of residuals versus predicted, the values lie between the two red lines,
indicating homoscedasticity, or constant variance among residuals.

157

From above plot of residuals vs run, they appear randomly distributed and independent.

158

EE%:

From the above plot, the residuals appear to be normal, as they mainly coincide on the line or in
close proximity to it, without major deviations.

159

From the above plot of residuals versus predicted, the values lie between the two red lines,
indicating homoscedasticity, or constant variance among residuals.

160

From above plot of residuals vs run, they appear randomly distributed and independent.
In-vitro Total Release:

161

From the above plot, the residuals appear to be normal, as they mainly coincide on the line or in
close proximity to it, without major deviations.

162

From the above plot of residuals versus predicted, the values lie between the two red lines,
indicating homoscedasticity, or constant variance among residuals.

163

From above plot of residuals vs run, they appear randomly distributed and independent.
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Appendix C
HPLC Chromatograms
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Chromatograms of in-vitro release for T1:
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Chromatograms of in-vitro release for T2:
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169

Chromatograms of in-vitro release for T3:
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171

Chromatograms of in-vitro release for T4:
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Chromatograms of in-vitro release for T5:
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175

Chromatograms of in-vitro release for T6:
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Chromatograms of in-vitro release for T7:
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Chromatograms of in-vitro release for T8:
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180

Chromatograms of Ex-Vivo Permeation for T2:

181

182

Chromatograms of Ex-Vivo Permeation T6:

183

184

Chromatograms of Skin Retention Studies of T2:

Chromatograms of Skin Retention Studies of T6:
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